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Under fire, the performance of men and machines depends on what they are made of. United States Steel 

makes the materials for the machines, whether it’s a very tough armor plate, or heat-resistant alloy, or Stainless Steels. 

You might be interested in some of the USS steels developed specifically for aircraft and missiles: 

USS Strux, an alloy steel with close to 300,000 psi tensile strength primarily for aircraft landing gears; 

USS Airsteel X-200, an air-hardenable alloy steel with 230,000 psi yield strength for aircraft sheet and missile 

applications; USS 12MoV and USS 17-5 MnvV Stainless Steels for high-speed aircraft and missiles; 

Stainless ''W", a precipitation-hardenable Stainless Steel. 

New special metals, new methods for making them, present an PEE 
exciting challenge. Men willing to accept this challenge—civil, | United States Steel Corporation 
: . + . . . . Personnel Division 
industrial, mechanical, metallurgical, ceramic, electrical or chemi- | 525 William Penn Place _ 

cal engineers—have a future with United States Steel. For details, | Pittsburch 30,. Pennsylvania 
just send the coupon. | Please send me the booklet, "Paths of Opportunity.” 

Name a 

| School a 
| I United States Steel | rss, 

| city Zone State - 
USS isa registered trademark |
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Separating the elements... 
@ 

9 ’ yy to form new and better metals 

In their search for stronger, tougher, or more heat-resistant metallic materials, 

General Motors Research chemists use the new anion exchange resin technique 

to obtain exact analyses of complex experimental alloys. 

Looking for a job with an exceptional future? Are you interested in electronics . . . 
metals . . . jet propulsion . . . automobiles . . . inertial guidance systems? These are just a few 
of many exciting fields of science and engineering at General Motors. 
Opportunities are virtually endless at GM. Progress can be rapid for men who have 
ability, enthusiasm and potential. You grow as you learn, moving up through your department 
and division, or over to other divisions. 

GM provides financial aid if you go on for your Master’s or Doctor’s. Also, undergrads 

can work at GM during the summer and gain worthwhile experience. 
For all the details on a rewarding career, see your Placement Officer or write to General Motors, 
Personnel Staff, Detroit 2, Michigan. 

1 romp INERAL MOTORS G i JotuAdi 2 

GM positions now available in these fields for men holding Bachelor's, Master’s and Doctor's degrees: Mechanical, Electrical, Industrial, Metallurgical, Chemical, 

Aeronautical and Ceramic Engineering « Mathematics e Industrial Design e Physics e Chemistry » Engineering Mechanics e Business Administration and Related Fields 
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From school...through job... 

America’s colleges and universities give engineering students excellent training in basic 

disciplines. But this is only a preliminary to a professional career. Future success depends 

largely upon wise choice of job opportunities. The U. S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory, White 

Oak, offers young engineers outstanding opportunities . . . she opportunities that really count. 

In considering your job situation, look into training and graduate programs, research 

and working facilities, challenge of assignments, and professional advancement opportunities. 

You will be pleased to learn how well a position with the U. S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory, 

White Oak, meets your needs. 

TRAINING PROGRAM OFFERS BREADTH OPPORTUNITIES FOR PROFESSIONAL 
NOL, White Oak, has a one year rotational ADVANCEMENT 
training program under which an employee The Laboratory retains patents in employee’s 
is given four-month assignments in research, name for professional purposes, and for 
engineering, and evaluation departments . . . commercial rights in some instances. Attend- 
and a voice concerning assignment upon ance at society meetings is encouraged, and 
completion of the program. there are ample opportunities to engage in 

foundational research. 

ASSIGNMENTS ARE CHALLENGING : 
Assignments are available in aeroballistics; EQUIPMENT AND FACILITIES TOP-FLIGHT 

undervaiet ol and surface tee explo: The Laboratory has some of the finest equip- 
seid oi Se ae 4 Paysics ay ment available anywhere for research and 
ra Is lovee ha 3 and mat Soctine fh “held development work. The Laboratory’s loca- 
ofhueh loyee:nas i wine tie selecting thee) tion at White Oak, Silver Spring, Maryland 
of his choiceeven during his training program. —_ i. in an attractive and dynamic suburb of 

Washington, D. C....an atmosphere con- 
GRADUATE PROGRAM TIES IN WITH ducive to the best of living and working 
SIGNIFICANT PROJECTS conditions. 

The graduate program, under supervision of . 
the University of Maryland, permits an em- Position vacancies exist for persons with 
ployee to obtain advanced degrees while Bachelor, Master or Doctoral degrees, with 
working. Many courses are conducted in the or without work experience, at starting 
Laboratory’s own conference rooms, and salaries ranging from $5,430 to $7,510. For 
employees are given generous time to attend additional information, address your inquiry 
these courses. Highly significant projects for to: Employment Officer, U. S. Naval Ord- . 
theses and dissertations are available, of nance Laboratory, White Oak, Silver Spring, 
course. Maryland. 

CN Tr 

Nw® PLA U.S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory 
White Oak e Silver Spring, Maryland 

ee 
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e Flight data systems are essential equipment for ments. Pioneer in this and other flight and electronic 
all modern, high speed aircraft. In the AiResearch systems, AiResearch is also working with highly sen- 
centralized system, environmental facts are fed to a __ sitive temperature controls for jet aircraft, autopilot 
central analog computer (above), which in turn indi- systems, submarine instrumentation, transistorized 
cates to the pilot where the aircraft is, how it is amplifiers and servo controls for missile application, 
performing, and makes automatic control adjust- and ion and radiation measuring devices. 

EXCITING FIELDS OF INTEREST 

FOR GRADUATE ENGINEERS 

Diversity and strength in a company offer the engi- AiResearch is also working with hydraulic and hot 
neer a key opportunity, for with broad knowledge gas control systems for missiles. 

and background your chances for responsibility and Environmental Control Systems—pioneer, leading devel- 
advancement are greater. oper and supplier of aircraft and spacecraft air con- 

The Garrett Corporation, with its AiResearch ditioning and pressurization systems. 
Divisions, is rich in experience and reputation. Its ‘ z * 

ec saencltBas ad ‘ ‘ ‘ ¢ Gas Turbine Engines—world’s largest producer of small diversification, which you will experience through : ; : : . 5 . : ‘ gas turbine engines, with more than 8,500 delivered an orientation program lasting over a period of . : < 
ea ranging from 30 to 850 horsepower. 

months, allows you the best chance of finding your 
most profitable area of interest. Should you be interested in a career with The 

Bea ff a 5 Garrett Corporation, see the magazine “The Garrett 
Other major fields of interest include: Corporation and Career Opportunities” at your Col- 

e Missile Systems—has delivered more accessory lege placement office. For further information write 
power units for missiles than any other company. to Mr. Gerald D. Bradley... 

THE és CORPORATION 

AiResearch Manufacturing Divisions 
Los Angeles 45, California * Phoenix, Arizona. 

Systems, Packages and Components for: AIRCRAFT, MISSILE, NUCLEAR AND INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS 
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x] POWER NEEDS PIONEERS 
CX L\ 

X ...as much today as ever 

PIONEERING is a key word at Wisconsin Electric Power Company. The Company’s 

future as a power utility was entrusted to the imaginative minds of its engineers when 

it decided to incorporate the experimental pulverized fuel boilers (1904 photo above left) 

into Lakeside power plant. This experiment soon resulted in record boiler efficiency and 

won world-wide acceptance. Today’s 275,000 kw unit 5 at Oak Creek power plant (above 

right) is an example of the Company’s continuing reliance on pioneering ideas to pro- 

vide power with ever-increasing efficiency and economy. Among the imaginative solutions 

to problems at unit 5 are: turbines with the floor line at the center of the turbine — solv- 
ing a space problem; motor actuated hangers to control stress in the main steam pipe; 

silo-type bins for coal storage — eliminating stress problems and cutting construction 

costs; aerodynamically tested duct work to reduce pressure loss between the dust collec- 

tor and fans, and specially designed finned aluminum tubes — heated with bled steam. 

We invite your questions about engineering opportunities in all fields — excellent pos- 

sibilities for you to pioneer in power. 

Wisconsin Electric Power Co. Wisconsin Michigan Power Co. Wisconsin Natural Gas Co. 
Milwaukee, Wis. Appleton, Wis. Racine, Wis. 
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DEnsnication of effort makes for versatility—and ver- get somewhere. If you have ability, ideas, spark—you’ll move 

satility pays off in business as well as on the athletic ahead, regardless of seniority or tenure. 
field. We’ve found that to be especially true here at Koppers. At Koppers, you'll stand on your own two feet. You'll get 

Koppers is a widely diversified company—actively en- responsibility, but you'll also have free rein to do the job the 

gaged in the research and production of a wide range of re- way you think it should be done. No one will get in your way. 
lated and seemingly unrelated products, such as remarkable Koppers is a well-established company—a leader in many 

new plastics, jet-engine sound control, wood preservatives, fields. Yet, it’s a forward-looking company, a young man’s 
steel mill processes, dyestuffs, electrostatic precipitators, coal company. Perhaps, your company. 

tar chemicals, anti-oxidants and innumerable others. Why not find out? Write to the Personnel Manager, 

Because we are diversified, our work is interesting. Through Koppers Company, Inc., Room 230, Koppers Bldg., Pitts- 

job rotation, our engineers and management personnel are burgh 19, Pennsylvania. Or, see your College Placement 

given the opportunity. learn many; of the diverse activities Director and arrange an appointment with a Koppers rep- 
at Koppers. The result? Versatility. resentative for the next recruiting visit. 

While you are moving laterally at Koppers, you are also 

moving up. Your responsibilities are increased. Your ability 

is evaluated and re-evaluated. And you are compensated so KOPPERS (tm: accordingly. Ww 

You don’t have to be with Koppers for 20 years before you , 
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CONVAIR-POMONA...in Southern California “o 

offers NEW PROGRAMS with excellent opportunities today for Engineers. 
Convair-Pomona, created the Army's newest weapon, REDEYE, Shoulder Fired | 
MISSILE and developed the Navy’s ADVANCED TERRIER and TARTAR MISSILES Lo 
and many other, still highly classified programs. i” 

Positions are open for experienced and inexperienced Bachelors, Masters and . 
Doctorates in the fields of Electronics, Aeronautics, Mechanics and Physics. 4 

ADVANCEMENT opportunities are provided for the competent engineer as Fapidly <1 > 
as his capabilities will permit in currently expanding programs. 

PROFESSIONAL ENVIRONMENT 
— CONVAIR-POMONA'S facility is of modern de- 

sign and completely air-conditioned. You will work with men who have pioneered ea. 
the missile industry and are now engaged in some of the most advanced programs  « 
in existence. .@ 

ADVANCED EDUCATION —Tuition refund is provided for graduate work in the field 
of your specialty. Company sponsored in-plant training courses offer the Engineer ae — 
the finest of educational opportunities. 

CALIFORNIA LIVING—Suburban Pomona offers lower living costs and moderate dd 
priced property, unexcelled recreational facilities, freedom from rush hour traffic 
and the ultimate in comfort and gracious living. © 

Contact your placement office immediately Cc oO N VAI / 
to assure yourself of a campus interview Convair Division of 
with Convair-Pomona. 

If personal interview is not possible send G E N E RAL DYNAM i cs 
resume and grade transcript to B. L. Dixon, 
Engineering Personnel Administrator, Dept. Cc oOo FR PO RATI Oo N 

CM-500, Pomona, California. . . 

Pomona, California 
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Engineer C. A. Booker and Technician L. G. Szarmach run an optimizing control test 
to achieve the highest profit rate for a simulated chemical distillation process. 

The New Products Laboratories help 

the Westingh ify his theori 
The engineer at Westinghouse can rely on the New to know all the answers . . . our work is often too 

Products Laboratories to help verify his theories. These advanced for that. Instead, his abilities and knowledge 

laboratories at Cheswick, Pennsylvania, contain a group are backed up by specialists like those in the New 

of advanced engineering development personnel who Products Laboratories. 

can converse in both the language of the fundamental If you have ambition and ability, you can have a 

scientist and of the designer. rewarding career with Westinghouse. Our broad product 

These laboratories, through their diverse scientific line, decentralized operations, and diversified technical 

activities, aid the work of engineers in all departments assistance provide hundreds of challenging opportuni- 

of the corporation and provide a means to convert theory ties for talented engineers. 

into proven equipment. Among the many projects which Want more information? Write today to Mr. L. H. 

have come into being through the New Products Labora- Noggle, Westinghouse Educational Department, Ard- 

tories are thermoelectric power generation, thermoelec- more and Brinton Roads, Pittsburgh 21, Pennsylvania. 

tric refrigation, ultrasonic cleaning, and OPCON, a new 

concept in process control systems. OPCON (optimizing you cAN BE SURE...1F ITS 

control) has proven successful in the chemical processes —— 

industry. Other possible applications include the petro- e 

leum, steel and paper industries. estin ouse 

The young engineer at Westinghouse isn’t expected 
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Attention High School Students 

In this issue which is dedicated to high school success in an engineering school. Four years of 

students, I feel it appropriate to give a few mathematics, some chemistry, physics, English, 

comments as to the rewards and responsibilities and other courses pertaining to science are pre- 

of the engineering student. As high school stu- requisites at Wisconsin and most engineering 

dents contemplating the engineering field you — schools. 

have undoubtedly heard of the unlimited oppor- : 2 : 
fered y h I want to emphasize, especially to the fresh- 

tunities offered to the engineerin raduate. oo, - 1 
ves, th ‘ hie! iA 8 8 men, sophomores and juniors in high school that 

es, the rewards are high; the average startin y i ‘ : 
‘ > ; . 8h; 8 wae 8 their engineering education must start now. By 

salary for 1959 was approximate 2. er : 3 : 
+4 Fhowsh th app y § ’ Pp planning ahead to take the mathematics and sci- 

month. Although the engineering curriculum is 3 : : 
i 8g 8g r hall ‘ ence courses needed you will be in an enviable 

not easy, this monetary reward, challenge ot- eps ‘ E ‘ 
fered | y 1 ; i 8 position in that you can then gain admittance 
ered by engineering, plus a respected position ; i : 

y eng ‘7 . i hn to engineering colleges or vou can, of course, 
in our countrys labor force lends us the incen- y enter any other field and not have spent wasted 
tive to become an engineer. : : : 

c 8 effort since math and science backgrounds are 

In choosing engineering you have a responsi- recommended for nearly every field of study. 

bility as in most professions, to your school, your ‘ . . . 
— . If you are contemplating engineering as a 

parents, your country and yourself. Now is the oo . ee 
: . : aa. profession, I heartily recommend this choice. 

time to start living up to this responsibility by . 
. . 5: . . . However you must remember that now is the 

doing a good job of preparation in your high |, . . . 
. . time to start planning for a successful career in 

school work. This means taking the courses : . 
: : : . - engineering. 

needed for an engineering background in addi- 

tion to prevailing upon yourself to do a good job Donatp D. Roser 

in gaining the basic understanding needed for Editor 

The largest self-power mobile land vehicle in the world represents the work of all types 

of Engineering. The stresses are to be determined, the power to be supplied, and the material 

4 to be used; these are the problems that face the Engineer, not one but all Engineers. What 

does the Engineer know about the machine? Weight—14,000,000 pounds, Lifting capacity— 

115 cubic yards, Power requirements—equal to a city of 12,000. With these facts, the Engineer 

must design a power shovel, always keeping costs in mind. Thus the Engineer must be a 

master of many arts. 
—Photo Courtesy Bucyrus—Erie Company 
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The National 

Det High 

Their maintenance, construction and finance 

by Gerald E. Paul ce’61 

HE planned highways are be- The death rate on fully controlled — dictions are based on Michigan's 
"Tie constructed to bring raw interstate highways was 2.8 per prosperity because it is the main 

materials closer to manufac- 100 million vehicle miles and on part of the largest consumer mar- 
turers and manufactured products conventional highways the rate was ket on the North American conti- 
closer to markets. 9.6. nent. The 35 million people in 

Within the state the system will The traffic carried by the old Michigan, Wisconsin, Illinois, Indi- 
open new locations for business, routes for the period before the ana, and Ohio are among the 
residential, and manufacturing de- opening of the new interstate and world’s most highly industrialized 
velopment in remote rural areas. defense highways was 14 percent and possess the highest standard of 
In Boston, off Massachusetts Route less than the combined traffic car- living and income. Consequently, 
128, more than 40 new plants and ried by the same routes after the this section of the country is very 
buildings worth $100 million have opening of the new interstate sys- dependent on automobile trans- 
gone up. A number of new indus- tem, plus the traffic carried by the portation. 
trial centers are now being laid new interstate highways, In other The interstate and defense high- 
out. Developments along the New words, 69,320,223 more vehicles ways are being constructed to meet 

York State Throughway tell an in- were handled after the opening of the needs of today and the chal- 

spiring story of economic growth, the interstate and defense highway lenge of tomorrow. 
improved opportunities and_ the system in the same traffic corridors. The system will shrink distances 
meeting of traffic needs, The summary of accident records tremendously for local and out of 

It is possible to show the success before and after the opening of state motorists, and will greatly in- 

of interstate and defense highways this improved highway system is crease economic growth for the 
on the basis of safety factors alone. very significant. The 150 miles of state involved. 
The completion of Michigan’s con- this new system studied enabled 
trolled highways will save a base 14 percent more traffic to be MAINTENANCE 
minimum of one life annually for served, and these interstate and de- 
each ten miles of the system, In a fense highways reduced the num- All maintenance of the com- 
very real sense, all other factors ber of fatal accidents by more than pleted base or wearing course is 
can be considered as an extra one-half. They reduced the fatality aimed at accomplishing these basic 
bonus. rate per 100 million vehicle miles objectives: 

Studies by the Bureau of Public by two-thirds, while the total num- 1. A firm and consolidated sur- 
Roads of 108,000 accidents on 2100 ber of accidents was reduced by face free of loose material. 
miles of highway reveal that traffic more than one-fourth. 2. Adequate crown’ to permit 
accidents were cut four-fold) on In 1946, automotive economists rapid run-off of surface water. 

these routes, as compared to_con- forecasted 36 million cars on the 3. Application of a component, 
ventional highways. On these inter- road by 1955. The fact is that 52 usually calcium chloride, to 
state and defense highways, acci- million cars were registered by keep the road surface dust- 
dents averaged (71 per 100 million 1952, This forecasting error of 16 free. 
vehicle miles of travel. On the con- million represents more cars than 

ventional highways, the rate was in all of Western Europe today. When the base is to remain an 

408 per 100 million vehicle miles. The continued rapid-growth pre- open surface under traffic for a 
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period of time, calcium chloride is enna 
pound per square yard. This appli- —=—r—,—CiseeUCU#?P.. ss ts a 
cation is uniform over the entire et oa ee . men 
surface and made immediately ay es, a... a 
after completion of the base. The ieee 2th SS rf = “a. ~ 
completed base is dampened just tl. goed wee Bs — M4 

before applying the surface treat- WON es accent td octal come | j ( o 
ment. The proper use of calcium as - ja PN ’ | 
chloride on a road saves about 75 ON ‘ te iB | as es it 
percent of the aggregate replace- oo” : ee at | i =3 ‘| 
ment and blading costs. In addition a7 4 ‘ © eae 4 ER . en be \ 4 
to this, it gives a dustfree, smooth - a a vib RY ; 
riding surface. ee pe a a ta 3 | 

Some roads need treatment Le Ss Pt a. ‘ ) ; | fj, 
oftener than others. Observation of fe >. go . , <a a 2 
the surface conditions determines a nea a. | oe 
the necessity for oiling a bitumi- Kee 3) \ os / 

nous surface. eee 3 AON - one ov ; i] af | 

In treating a highway of this ee 8S Sf | 
nature, one-half gallon of bitumi- Looe oie ei : ae +S 

pounds of coverstone per square oe ee Hi 2 ra SS ite 
yard are used. This generally Pe 4 . | Teme ee. cae S 
suffices for at least a four year Se — — r period. Above: Construction on the Wisconsin Interstate near Milwaukee. 

The cost of material for a high- Below: Completed portion of the same highway. 

way 20 feet wide amounts to $1010 5 
per mile. To this must be added ‘ : 
labor costs and the cost of hauling ‘ , 
coverstone. Thus, the complete cost : : ee 
for a 20 foot wide highway aver- me , ¢ * ; 

ages $1500 per mile. ba A ee Bees Be 

~~: {ae 
Maintenance of Concrete Surface a. o>  ——— a Sa acho 

The main problem in concrete ; = = oe sy Rn —e — 
highways is that concrete cracks, Yo es : = i ie 
and with time may cause pot holes. ve .. “Se fe : en: —— 
Cracks in reinforced concrete are (yy. | ee — ae = 
controlled in the sense that they Oo _ _ amie i 
remain permanently closed. Cracks F —_ . — ; : ——s ‘ tes 
in plain concrete are entirely un- i, i > eee a el 
controlled, being free to open as NE aemmen? e eae : 
adjacent slabs contract, 

This is one of the problems that maintenance is to keep the shoul- problem of roadside planting. Be- 
is faced by the highway engineers der firm and dustfree. cause these highways will have as 
of today. At the present time, it is Maintenance procedures in- much as 30 acres of right-of-way 
costly to maintain these highways clude use of a maintainer which per linear mile to maintain, built- 
because they have to be given con- has been adapted for routine in maintenance has a high priority. 
stant attention in the application shoulder maintenance in a one _Uses of new fertilizing tech- 
of crack sealer, Cracks in rein  P@8s operation. An underbody niques has eliminated the need for 
forced concrete are less expensive blade pulls material back up to the nursery grasses such as rye grass 
to maintain because they do not shoulder, a strikeoff blade moves — and red top. Kentucky blue grass 
separate as do the cracks in plain it off the pavement, and a rubber- and fine leaf combinations do not 
concrete. tired roller provides compaction. grow too tall, are attractive in ap- 

This procedure combined with the pearance, and require a minimum 
Maintenance of Shoulders application Ceo two pounds — of maintenance. 

ae . of calcium chloride per square 5 . One objective of shoulder main- yard in spring and fail results in ; Grading and Drainage / 
tenance is to keep it smooth and economical. shoulder. maintenance: Studies to determine the equip- 
flush with the pavement edge. A ment most suited for a given grad- 
second is to keep it free from rut- Maintenance of the Roadside ing job begin with the examina- 
ting. This may require adding some The expansion of the interstate tion of the plans, The plans show 
sort of aggregate in soft spots to highway system has brought the quantities to be moved, length of 
keep it level. A third requisite of need for re-examination of the haul, and a typical cross section. 
APRIL, 1960 13



Engineers are consulted about char- made suitable by the addition of density and it is up to the con- 

acter of the soil and rock forma- some granular material. tractor to accomplish this. 

tions. These steps are taken into If the soil is suitable, it is cut to 

consideration by the contractor be- a depth of six inches and is suffi- Concrete Surface 

fore bidding on a job. Under any ciently smoothed. If sand is to be There are certain advantages of 

system the speed and cost of work added, the thickness of the sand reinforced pavement design over a 

done will be affected by the judg- and the depth of the cut is indi- plain concrete pavement having 

ment used in selecting equipment. cated by tests. the same dimensions. Both pave- 

Following this the cement is dis- | ments are 24 feet wide and 9 
Line Grading tributed over the surface, a small inches thick. Contraction joints are 

Management plans grading oper- section at a time. Machines are 18 feet apart in the plain pavement 

ations to resemble a production used to spread the concrete and to and 60 feet apart in the reinforced. 

line as closely as possible. At the rough smooth it, The crew mem- For one mile of pavement the 

head of the line is the clearing bers have to keep the forms plain concrete contains 293 trans- 

crew, Their function is to clear all straight on grade, and they also verse joints as compared to 88 in 

growth from the projected high- smooth the concrete. the reinforced pavement. At a 
wil. length of 24 feet per joint this 

Following behind the clearing Bituminous Surface amounts to 7032 and 2112 linear 

crew comes the pilot grading The bituminous mixture is trans- feet respectively, 

crew. Their work consists of open- ported from the plant to the pav- More important, structurally, is 

ing a tractor road within the ing machine in trucks. The boxes the fact that Toad transfer is pro- 

cleared area so that equipment — are lubricated with light oils, Tar- vided at all joints and at any cracks 

may be placed at various working paulins are generally used in cold that might occur in the reinforced 

points. Often, a culvert crew fol- or damp weather to cover the truck concrete. : 

lows close behind, installing those boxes. At the paving machine a In the design of concrete: pave- 

culverts that can be placed ahead maximum temperature drop of ments full consideration must be 

of grading work, If rock is to be 20°-30° F from the plant tempera- given to: 

excavated by blasting, a drilling ture is sometimes specified, 1. The volume and weight of 

and blasting crew comes next. This In order to attain minimum plant traffic expected. 
crew will do all such work ahead operational costs the minimum 2. The character of the soils on 
of earth grading, except where rock plant temperature is employed con- which the pavement will rest. 

excavation is of such magnitude sistent with adequate aggregate 3. The weather conditions. 
that the drilling and blasting must drying, proper mixing, spreading 4. The materials available for 

be carried on simultaneously with — and compacting. During cold use in the concrete mix. 
excavation. weather the plant temperature is . ji 

raised to make up the loss of heat The following factors will deter- 

Rock Work when transported. mine the detailed design require- 

Drilling and blasting tools, with Grade stakes are commonly used ments of the pavement: 

accessory tools for sharpening drill t@ ensure that the base course has 1. The proportions used in the 
steel and maintaining portable air been fine graded to the designed mix to obtain the highest 

compressors, are capable | of PYO- Grogs section. The surface is primed strength, 

ducing 100 cubie feet of air per except where a bituminous stabil- 2, The need for a sub-base to 
minute for each drill. About one ized base has been laid and string overcome the effects of vol- 
pound of blasting powder is used ines are then placed with which to ume change in underlying 
for cach cubic yard of rock exca- guide the paving machine. The soils. 

vation. Power shovels are usually speed of the paving machine is re- 3. The width of pavement to 

used for loading blasted rocks. stricted from ten to twenty feet per accommodate traffic. 
Those having a dipper capacity of minute. Higher speeds are per- 4. The thickness of the concrete 
1%) to 2Y) cubic yards are usually mitted, provided that a smooth to resist stresses. 
used for this work, Hauling units uniform texture is produced with- 5. The distance between expan- 
are selected according to length of gut tearing or shaving. sion and contraction points. 
haul. Hf the distance is long, large All agencies but one use a ver- 6. The type and amount of steel 
dump trucks are convenient. & tical butt joint to form the trans- required. 
shovel will excavate between 50 verse joint. Generally the joint is 
and 100 cubic yards per hour per painted with asphalt the day be- Methods of Financing 

cubic yard capacity. Therefore, fore paving. A few organizations The first state to require that 
sufficient hauling equipment has to also require longitudinal joints to motor vehicles be registered was 

be available to keep it in continu- be painted with hot asphalt before | New York, which imposed _ this 
ous operation. the adjacent strip is placed. requirement in 1901. By 1915 all 

. These strips are rolled down by states and Washington, D. C., had 
Soil-Cement Surface steel rollers, The specifications for | motor vehicle registration laws. 

Soil-cement surfaces are con- steel wheel rollers are quite varied The possibility of financing high- 
structed where the surface soil is and extensive, both as to weight way work from this source was rec- 

of a suitable character, as shown and operating speed. The pave- ognized. Some 2,300,000 vehicles 
by laboratory tests, or may be ment is compacted to a certain were registered in 1915 and con- 
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tributed more than $18 million. was increased to 41,000 miles and and secondary systems remained 

Registration taxes produced the the title changed to the National on a two year basis. 
greater portion of the income from — System of Interstate and Defense Federal aid funds authorized are 
motor vehicle owners until 1929. Highways. Although the authorized distributed among the 50 states, 
Actually, registration taxes were mileage amounts to only slightly the District of Columbia, and 
greater than highway expenditures over one percent of the total roads — Puerto Rico, in accordance with 
up until 1945. Since then highway and streets, it is expected to carry — formulas prescribed by law. The 
expense has greatly increased, and — approximately 20 percent of all funds are apportioned on or before 
new fund raising methods have traffic when completed. January 1, by the Bureau of Public 
had to be used, the most important The Federal Aid Primary System Roads. The actual dates of appor- 
being Federal Aid. was authorized by the Highway  tionment are usually six months in 

Construction of the interstate Act of 1921 and was formerly advance so the states may plan for 
system is financed 90 percent from known as the Seven Percent Sys- highway improvements. 

Federal funds and 10 percent by tem. This title was derived from The Federal Aid Highway Act 

the states. The states are respon- the fact that the system mileage of 1958 was approved by the Presi- 
sible for 100 percent of the main- was originally limited to seven per- dent on April 16, 1958 and author- 
tenance costs. cent of the road mileage in a state. ized ABC funds (Federal Aid pro- 

The following methods are used Depending upon the provisions gram) for the fiscal years ending 
to acquire funds for the interstate for completion and maintenance, — June 30, 1960, and 1961. The ap- 
system: this mileage may be increased portionment of the funds for the 

above the seven percent limitation. fiscal year 1960 was effective on 
1. 4¢ 1 a ee motor fel The Primary System consists of — August 1, 1958. 

. Be pe aallon, 1; thereafter, 194,393 ous : of highways and When an apportionment is made, 

2.5 percent manufacturers ex- aed ci all t _ roads frayer@ an amount Tot £0 exceed o18 por 
cise tax on biisés. tacks, and ay oe ase acl Senendavy See cent of the sums authorized is de- 
trailers, 3 , . _ a er ' re les ary : ai ductible for carrying on research of 

3, 8¢ per pound on automotive ha aT a a mL he ot al highway construction and develop- 

tires, and 9¢ per pound on ee * f ae 5 ga funds for ment. . 
tubes. mens dar onde ware wade bs e or The formulas for apportionment 

4, 3¢ per pound on retread secondary roads was made by Gon- of ABC funds involve three factors. 
. ° gress as far back as the National — These factors are: 
rubber. Industrial Recovery Act of June 16, 5 . . 

5. $1.50 per 1000 pounds gross 1933, The Secondary System was 1. Populations in each state. 

weight per year on motor  fnally authorized in 1944. Routes 2. Area of each state. 
vehicles over 26,000 pounds are designated by the State high- 3. Mileage of rural mail routes 

gross weight. way departments in cooperation in each state. 

6. Beginning July 4 1Sel, swith county officials and the com- Primary system funds are appor- 
amounts equivalent to a5 per- missioner of Public Roads. It in- ioned one-third the ratio which 
cent manufacturers’ excise tax cludes routes not on the primary ee . oor nach state b aie € the 
on automobiles and a 5 per- system which are selected to serve the aoa f all . e pati : ° 

cent manufacturers’ excise tax est the transportation needs of the rota rigs ‘ me : _ “ i 
on spare parts and accessories. -al lation, There is limi third the ratio of a state’s popula- 

Cte popu ee 7 Is wie at tion to the population of all the 
ation on mileage. consists 0 Sen EBS J a thir <rati 

Federal Aid Systems —SENKT mien of fra yous and “4aRehan neti the ai of he 
The Federal Aid systems were  Ca?Ties a quarter of all rural traffic. state to the total mileage of mail 

established to insure the develop- ; routes in the United States are the 

ment of an efficient network of How Federal Aid Money Gets last two parts of the ABC program. 

highways within a reasonable fol thei States The secondary system funds are 
period. It also establishes the area The first step in Federal partici- apportioned by the ratio of the 
of Federal participation. The ad- pation in the financing of Federal population in cities and urban 
ministration of state or county Aid highway improvements is the places in each state to the total 
road remains with the state or one enactment of legislation by the population in cities in all of the 

of its political subdivisions even United States Congress. The act of states. For the purpose of appor- 

though the Federal government — Congress authorizes money to be  tionment of urban funds, Connecti- 

had a large part in building them. appropriated from the United — cut and Vermont towns are con- 
The national system of Interstate States Treasury in amounts deter- sidered cities. 

and Defense Highways is probably mined by Congress. Authorizations Interstate system funds begin- 
the most important single system are made on a fiscal year basis ning with the year 1960 are appor- 
of roads and streets. Created by the (July 1-June 30), generally for two _ tioned to the states in accordance 
1944 Federal Aid Highway Act, it years at a time. with the estimating cost of com- 
was originally named the National A precedent was set by the 1956 _ pleting the Interstate System in 
System of Interstate Highways and act which authorized funds to be each state. These are determined 
limited to a maximum of 40,000 appropriated for the Interstate Sys- by Federal studies on re-evaluation 
miles. Under the Federal Aid tem for a 13 year period (1957—- of needs subject to approval of the 
Highway Act of 1956, the system 1969). The Federal Aid primary — Congress. THE END 
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A view of the nuclear engineering department which 

is being established at the University of Wisconsin 

by Lynne Anselman 

ITH all the publicity given competitive to coal and oil. If for possible for you to receive your 
WX the Nautilus, Hiroshima, no other reason than its use as a Master of Science in Nuclear En- 

and the danger of radio- source of energy, nuclear energy gineering. Courses you might take 
active fallout, it is no wonder that concerns us all. are reactor theory, automatic con- 

this period we live in is often re- “Well,” you say, “what is being trol and instrumentation of nuclear 
ferred to as “the Atomic Age.” To- done about it?” Many colleges and __ reactors, materials of nuclear tech- 
day’s teen-agers never knew a time _ universities are initiating nuclear nology, nuclear reactor design, nu- 
when the atomic bomb was not om- science and engineering programs. clear engineering laboratory, nu- 
nipresent. Yet the small atom (a They are being established to give clear engineering seminar, radio- 
hydrogen atom has a diameter of — you, if you are interested in be- chemistry, and either an elective 
about 0.00000001 centimeters) has coming a nuclear scientist or ora thesis. 
many peace-time uses, even if they engineer, the necessary formal The first student is expected to 
are less publicized. Most of the ap- education. enroll in the program for a doctor- 
plications of nuclear energy seem ate in Nuclear Engineering in Sep- 
very remote from our everyday life. What Has the University of Wis- tember, 1960. He will be under the 
Why should we be concerned with consin Done to Provide You direct supervision of the Nuclear 
nuclear powered submarines and With an Education in Engineering Committee, which is 
aircraft? How will the use of ra- Nuclear Engineering composed of representatives from 
dio-isotopes as traces in medicine, The Nuclear Engineering pro- each of the departments of engi- 
agriculture, and industry affect us gram was inaugurated in 1957, neering and from the departments 
individually? Is the generation of As an undergraduate you would of chemistry and physics. 

power from atomic fission and fu- probably have taken courses in dif- 

sion and the production of rare ferential equations, nuclear phys- What Laboratory Facilities Are 
metals and rare earths as impor- ics, reactor physics, applied trans- Available at the Univer- 
tant as modern scientists would port phenomena, thermodynamics, sity of Wisconsin? 

lead us to believe? and physical metallurgy. This While at the University of Wis- 
The answer is yes. Nuclear en- would fulfill the requirements for — consin you may use a natural ura- 

ergy concerns cvery one of us. It the Nuclear Engineering Option. nium sub-critical assembly for 
is a well-known fact that our petro- You would have received a Bache- thesis or research work, as a sup- 
leum and coal supplies will not last lor of Science degree in the depart- plement to your classroom lectures 
forever, But we will still need a ment of engineering in which you or in a laboratory course. This as- 
source of heat, clectricity, and en- were enrolled (civil, chemical, elec- sembly consists of an aluminum 
ergy. Nuclear energy can provide trical, mining, metallurgical, or tank four feet in diameter and five 
this source. As a matter of fact, one mechanical ). feet high, It has a volume of 62.8 
pound of uranium can provide us You, with your degree in engi- cubic feet and can hold 3,900 
with as much heat as 1,800 tons of neering, and other students with pounds of water. The tank contains 
coal without the usual smoke prob- degrees in chemistry and_ physics 271 aluminum tubes held in a hex- 
lem. We will probably live to see could then enter the Master of Sci- agonal lattice by templates. The 

the day when uranium becomes — ence program where it would be fuel, 1,289 slugs of natural uranium 
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——— 

encased in aluminum, is on loan . o Re, 

from the Atomic Energy Commis- N , 

sion (AEC). Its total weight is B4 

5,510 pounds, and its total value is cot 

$89,000. The U2** isotope which has >) | 
the energy of 65,000 tons of coal AALS VY | 

when completely fissioned com- , e Pp fi} AA. > 

prises 0.714 per cent of the fuel. fo eo “Al \ ¥ 

The neutron sources, also on loan . —_— Ts A log 6 

from the AEC, are two plutonium- P mA Li P> 
beryllium alloys, each emitting 1.7 AY D. |, - C4 7 4g 

million neutrons per second. This i 2 Jae 4 rg 

subcritical assembly can measure es eg reg 

flux distribution and give the nec- ee YS 6 > 4 Y | 

essary data to calculate neutron Ge < rl. 

diffusion length and neutron multi- | - 2 ces ~~ Ba ri a , 

plication. Radiation from the total a hk 4 oe Beeke ae , 

mass of fuel is less than that from eS Oy Pe a” 

one gram of radium. The water < ; | SF al 4 pe pee iW . 

around the core in the tank acts as DP te FZ j | | i me | aa deel 

a shield to reduce the external ra- GN Ss) F Aven mel Veg 

diation to a negligible value. gs, ee ee So by | | eee Aa xt ists Ly 

When you take the course in ma- aus Dy by | } | " —_— pe 4 

terials of nuclear technology, you ee EN \ ls! a sf Mae 

will use the nuclear metallurgical bo eee > ONE a” 

laboratory. It enables you to study Bes, ETERS a eral _ 

some of the metallurgical proper- ro la: Gee Be Le 

ties of uranium and other mate- eS NN 

rials used in reactors first-hand. ~S ‘ee ae gE eC ed 

You can become familiar with the ’ a ao ge |e PERC Nes 

metallurgical equipment commonly We oe 

used with reactor materials. The ee Os — 

metallurgical principles and proc- hs eR ee << t 
esses will be demonstrated to you eae ee 6hCOCE : 

and your fellow students. This new | - - 

laboratory is in the Mining and EO : 

Metallurgy building here at the —Photo by University News Service 

University of Wisconsin. Some of A reactor of the type being put in at University of Wisconsin. 

the facilities available are metallo- 
graphic equipment, metallographs, 

microscopes, a vacuum melting tg become familiar with a wide no radiation hazard before it gives 
furnace, heat treating furnaces, a variety of problems such as core its consent for nuclear energy 

CEE ae a Iii renee eg ogi, Renta amc and TO, alpen ar Bul. able 
< a . . - andling an storage. DLO, wu 290 . 7 oO orate ‘ i 

been reconstructed to handle the grant fom the ‘Atomic Energy neue must be rated by . i 

various radioactive and pyrophoric — Commission will help pay for the coc’ Bewom ne ausposal © 
materials safely. venctor, wastes, which might pose hazards 

Other equipment now available Laboratory and thesis work may also, is very carefully controlled. 

includes a reactor simulator used also be done at Argonne National Protection from exposure to radia- 

to illustrate the fundamental prin- — Laboratory in Lemont, Illinois, a tion is of constant concern to 

ciples of nuclear reactor control. suburb southwest of Chicago. Ar- People working with nuclear en- 

On January 11, 1960, the Univer- __gonne is co-operating with the As- — CT8Y, but it is not something to 

sity of Wisconsin awarded a con- sociated Mid-West Universities live in deadly fear of. 

tract to General Electric for the | which has enabled the member 

construction of a full-fledged nu- universities to use the facilities at What Are Some of the Job Oppor- 

clear reactor to be in operation on Argonne in their nuclear science tunities Available to Students 

the campus by the end of 1960, It and engineering programs. Trained in Nuclear 

will be used to demonstrate theo- With all these radioactive mate- Engineering? 

ries talked about in lectures, to rials lying around, it is only natural After receiving educations 

train you in nuclear research pro- for you to worry a little about After receiving your ec ncationan 

cedures, and for thesis and ad- radiation hazards. Your fears nuclear enginecring, yOu qoay find 

vanced research in engineering, should be partially alleviated when yourself making reactor physics 

chemistry, and other fields. This you realize that the Atomic Energy calculations concerning critical 

reactor will be housed in the Me- Commission takes elaborate pre- masses and the insertion of poison 

chanical building, permitting you cautions to make sure there will be (cadmium or boron control rods) 
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—Courtesy of Lookout Mountain Laboratory 
A reactor at the National Reactor Testing Station, Idaho. Much like that at the University of Wisconsin. 

into reactors. You may be carrying pated as kinetic energy of the fis- and ask for the College of Engi- 
out scoping studies in preliminary sion products. Radiation also finds neering Bulletin which devotes a 
reactor design where you would be _use in density and thickness gages, page to an explanation of the Un- 
concerned with neutron balance as indicators of wear, and as leak dergraduate Option and the M.S. 
and economy or the cost of elec- detectors in oil pipe lines. program in Nuclear Engineering. 
tricity by determining the amount Some of the companies and gov- You may also ask for the pamphlet 
of uranium to be used, the best . f tae ich Gated ee . ; } » ernment agencies which interview  «Nyolear en Program.” 
method of cladding the fuel ele- for nuclear engineers at the Uni- Nuclear ennai i muna 
ments, the type of coolant to be versity of Wisconsin are the Atomic waren explains the program: 
used and the temperature at which Energy Commission, Los Alamos °° detail. Any other questions 
it is to be maintained, and the effi- Scientific Laboratory, Oak Ridge you may have can be sent to Pro- 
ciency of the system. Most nuclear National Laboratory, Argonne Na- fessor Max Carbon, Chairman of 
engineers will be found in the tional Laboratory. the United the Nuclear Engineering Program, 
broad areas of research and devel- States Department of Defense. Al- 324 Mechanical Engineering Build- 
opment, process control, and de- lis Chalmers, Westinghouse Cen- ing, the University of Wisconsin, 
sign. As an example of one process eral Electric, Babcock and Wilcox Madison, Wisconsin. which requires a nuclear engineer, American Machine and Foundry What happened at Hiroshima 
there is much research being done DuPont, Douglas Aircraft, Boeing brought nuclear energy out into the 
on obtaining materials such as am- Pratt and Whitney, Union Carbide, open. As a weapon of defense, the 
monia (NH.,) end ethylene glycol and Bethlehem Steel. atomic bomb has frightening impli- 
C.H,(OH).) by interspersing cations. But nuclear energy has 

l tl 1 Iso. Tt is th uranium dust in the air, The exact : vast peace-time uses also. It is the 
chemical equations of the resulting ee Pa nee ie Mss i job of the nuclear engineers to put 
reactions are not known, but fission ene ov a erogram's this tremendous source of energy 
occurs, and the desired products You can write to Dean Kurt to its best use. Nuclear energy can 
can be formed in this manner, It is Wendt, 203 Mechanical Engineer- either destroy or be a boon to man- 
known that about 85 per cent of — ing Building, the University of — kind. Which path is taken is up 
the reaction energy will be dissi- Wisconsin, Madison 10, Wisconsin, to you. THE END 
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RCA REPORTS TO YOU: 

Basic building block for compact, 
ta bk Ue electronic “thought savers” will 

serve you in your office, in h 

defense — someday, in your home 2 

@ Today, science not only is working on labor-saving D _ _ 
devices—but on thought-saving devices as well. : rt 

These “thought savers” are electronic computers : /  —rti—“‘<_‘iOCCOOW 
—wonder-workers that free us from tedious mental : _ rt  —Crt—“—™OOS 
work and are capable of astoundingly rapid compu- = =—rr—“OOCONO—SsSsSCr —rt—“‘OCOC—*CNCON 
tations. Naturally, the more compact these computers —rti‘“‘i™OCOCétlC;CCOOOUWUWUWUWUWUWUC~—sS 

can be made, the more applications they can have. ses 2 dh _  ~—rrr—eONOON  - 

Not only in industry, defense and research—but in a rx... _ 

“Squeezing” exacting components CC rt—‘“O—CSOC—SOGC—isCsCSsS:SsSiaiCszéCizaee 
A big advance has recently been made by RCA =. . | 
research towards making these “thought savers” .... _ _ 

smaller than ever before, for broader than ever use. i. _ _ hh 

Take, for example, the new “logic” circuit which L |. _ 7h 7 

actually fits in the eye of a needle. It is a new (2 _ —_— | 
computer component developed by RCA.  . |. | 

Today, the electronic functions of this micro- _ _.~~S—se 

miniature device require a whole fistful of wires, bo | - .. . CSO 

resistors, transistors and condensers. bee : — 

These tiny units will calculate, sort, “remember,” Ct _ : - | . 

and will control the flow of information in to- § _ 
morrow’s computers. Yet they are so small that i _ _ 

100,000,000 of them will fit into one cubic foot! Le _ 

Cutting computers down to home size 7 _ 

This extreme reduction in size may mean that some- L : & 
day cigar-hox-size electronic brains may help you in Ss 
your home—programming your automatic appli- y 
ances, and keeping track of household accounts. i. y. : 

Remarkable progress in micro-miniaturization is 4 y | 

another step forward by RCA—leader in radio, telee - \ : 
vision, in communications and in all electronics —for _ — —>—yEE \ ] 

home, office, and nation. Le. N | | 
be mack Lao nN oe 
Needle’s eye holds electronic “brain” cells — Photograph shows how 
new RCA “logic” element can be contained in the eye of a sewing necdle. 

@) RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA 
THE MOST TRUSTED NAME IN ELECTRONICS 
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xa. HIGHLIGHTS CG BEA 

i ae ?, 
etek: WU Ltd by Donald Norris, ee’60 
es Le 

IIIS month’s Science High- point (3140°C), hardness, and cor- these reasons, efforts were made to 
Titers colunm features an rosion resistance make it a desir- develop a practical method for 

article on the plating of tung- able material for high-temperature depositing tungsten coatings. 
sten on metal surfaces. This method equipment. However, until lately, Because tungsten deposition has 
may be applied to coating rocket the high-temperature properties of | not been accomplished from either 
and jet) engine parts. Another tungsten could not be effectively aqueous or organic solutions, it was 
article describes the development utilized, Its brittleness and hard- necessary to evaluate deposition 
of thermoclectric modules used for ness prevented it from being ma- from both fused electrolytes and 
cooling purposes. Other articles chined by conventional methods the gaseous phase. However, in the 
describe the expansion of high — while its weight restricted its uses fused electrolyte processes, the 
pressure standards at the National in aeronautical equipment. For rate of plating was too slow, the 
Bureau of Standards and the use ; em a 
of an clectronic nrachine to solve : 8 Co i wo | — - 

. ressor pli roblems. fe Fh lCUe,lmlmUmUmUmUmUmU — compressor plant problems ie : if 4 _ iH :.. a. 

Pe) a oe ; a. rr rrs—S—SSBW TUNGSTEN FOR HIGH-TEMPERA- oT wees ll . 2 TURE COATINGS inte tt) ie el . -— | 7 alla 

High-purity tungsten can now be ood] Be ms co ~ u 4 eS CD i he 
casily plated on metal surfaces by : _& | f Boe fe LL 4 _ 4 

using a vapor deposition process aa pill, i ee _ o ee : baits 
which the National Bureau of _ ie F it i —= Re a. ‘+ ~ iy 

Standards has developed for the ii a oe yn .| . Gn 4 - 
Navy. The method, devised by mer! ly me 7 h) a ye a 
W. E. Reid and Dr. A. Brenner of oe A Cs «a . oo 
the en : Glectrodeposition : | e' —— ~ iP -" 
group, involves reducing gaseous fei. oop -" Ae a bt 
tungsten hexafluoride with hydro- yee. if ae gi ue he mh yy 7 
gen by passing it over the heated i | "e a Gee | fa | ip oy ee PS 
object to be plated. At tempera- a yl _ ‘e == oe eas =| y % 
tures above 300°C, tungsten is de- " . 7its a - aK . i & : : 

posited on the hot surface, and the = Py > ee) be i ' ee 
only other reaction product, hydro- is |  \\ Tk i y 2 JZ 
gen fluoride, passes out with the Sh : ‘ ‘\ Cetin Pike oS & 
excess of hydrogen. - re | { ose ; ow 

By this method, it is possible to La gy i tie fy / a 
coat numerous simple and complex iy Fs Bi I py > a 
surfaces such as rocket and missile — Lp Vs ce ve = i ? 
nozzles and jet engine parts. The = oe vo i . i - 
technique also lends itself to the ‘ =| a » <n \ 
fabrication of tungsten articles, and ‘i Swe ee fy Pay \e : 
may be the only way that compli- i | _. ae 1p ef Na” ae 

cated shapes of tungsten can be ie oe ss A cy tN: : 
formed. Simple tungsten shapes for | ss - -~ 6 6 6hlA a 7 ye i ' 
use in vacuum tubes have already a as i 7 te a 
been fabricated. oy 7 wD y 4 4 . ey 

Tungsten is one of the few ae! oo a f _ 4 

metals that possess structural To produce tungsten coatings, hydrogen and tungsten hexafluoride are passed over 
strength at temperatures above the object to be plated (in ceramic cylinder at left). Hydrogen fluoride, the only 
2000°C. Its extremely high melting impurity formed, is absorbed in the trap (vessel in center). 
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deposit was too rough, and coat- 
ings could not be built up to the a. 
desired thickness. me uN u 

Method wi . \ ge 

Tungsten hexafluoride was se- 4 “oS a Nee, i) = > gsten hexafluoride was se hi iin TON A y 
lected for use in the vapor deposi- J pnt i % | of, ore 
tion process for two reasons. First, \ Z “a _ J ca ee 
the compound is a gas at room i. yf . oe en 
temperatures and_ therefore con- —— ee) 
venient to use, Secondly, tungsten = ee” 
apparently forms only one com- , 
pound with fluorine, WF,. Thus oH, 
the reactions are straightforward, : ae rena 
uncomplicated by many products ., — eS 
or side reactions. —_ | a @ a Dp. mA UE calli), The equipment required is sim- a a4 Le) 
ple. The object to be plated is ~ : : 
placed inside a cylinder of ceramic ‘ead 2 ne errs 
material and the air pumped out Ft 
and replaced by hydrogen. A con- : a” “ 
trolled temperature induction fur- ; a 
nace heats this object to about 
650°C. Then the two gases, tung- 

sten hexafluoride and _hydrogen, Specimens of simple and complex tungsten forms and coated objects produced by are passed through ordinary glass vapor deposition method developed by the National Bureau of Standards. 
flowmeters into the reaction cham- 
ber. When the gaseous mixture 
comes in contact with the: heated of pure tungsten, 19.3 g/cm which lends itself to the continuous pro- 
object, tungsten is deposited on the _ is higher than that of tungsten com- duction of tungsten-coated strips 
hot surface. The by-product of this pacts produced by powder metal- oy wires, 
reaction, hydrogen fluoride, is ab- lurgy, or by flame spraying. That 
sorbed in a suitable trap. is ats eliminates the ver ee THERMOELECTRIC MODULES FOR 

Although the theoretical ratio of 0° . a ine en particles COOLING INDUSTRIAL AND 
three moles of hydrogen to one 84 Hing stom the; other two proce MILITARY ELECTRONIC 
mole of hexafluoride is needed for S888: The hardness of the deposits EQUIPMENT 

complete reduction, — satisfactory obtained at_ 650°C is about 475 the first li ‘ : 
coatings are obtained when the ra- Vickers hardness number (VHN) The rst line of commercially 
tio is lower. However, in practice, or about the hardness of ordinary available thermoelectric cooling de- 
smooth deposits are insured by commercial tungsten. The crystals vices for industrial and military 
using a hydrogen-to-hexafluoride deposited at 900°C are not as hard applications has recently been 
ratio greater than six. Wide varia- (410 VHN), indicating a slightly developed. . 
tions in the flow rate of the gases higher degree of purity. The “thermoelectric modules” 
and in the pressure in the system The adhesive bond between the are used in electronic component 
have no major effects on either the tungsten coating and various basic oles. and Mes 5, Eda a se _ - . . coolers, and other applications efficiency of the process or on the materials was investigated. Adhe- Here: «c rs . 
quality of the coating. Although sion to molybdenum and to nickel where compactness, svent (Opera 
the optimum temperature range for was good; to copper, somewhat 4? with no moving, parts, and it 
rapid formation of smooth deposits weaker; and to iron, rather poor. controlled cooling rate is desired. 
is 650 to 700°C, temperatures in The tungsten-graphite bond was These modules are designed in a 
the range from 300 to nearly 900°C about as strong as the graphite it- variety of shapes and_ sizes for 
are fairly effective, Definite crystal self. Tungsten deposited on ceram- simple mounting in any position 
growth is observed at 900°C when ics also showed good bonding. when used with transistors, diodes, 
the ratio of hydrogen to hexaflu- Deposits 1/16 inch thick were and other electronic components. 
oride is three to four. pbtained a vapor deposition inan The basic units can be physically 

Nature of the Deposit inch thickness of tungsten’ could Pevlleled to cool a large flat area, 
Spectrochemical examination — be plated from fused salt melts in OF tiara ns mene leg? taney BES = : E om FUSS ’ blocks for increased cooling shows that the tungsten obtained _ electrodeposition. The maximum ae: 

by vapor deposition is purer than thickness of deposit that can be The need for an efficient clec- 
ordinary commercial tungsten. Sili- obtained by the vapor method has tonic component cooler — stems 
con is the only impurity present in not been determined but would de- from the rapidly changing clec- 
a concentration of 0.1 percent or pend on the permissible roughness _ tronic field itself. Space, weight, 
more. Then too, the deposited of the surface. Because of the and operating temperatures are 
metal has the theoretical density rapidity of deposition, this process (Continued on page 62) 
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... THE EXPLORATION OF SPACE 

Since its inception nearly 23 years ago, tier will advance at an accelerated rate. will be made of the moon and the plan- 

the Jet Propulsion Laboratory has given The preliminary instrument explora- ets and of the vast distances of inter- 

the free world its first tactical guided mis- tions that have already been made only planetary space; hard and soft landings 

sile system, its first earth satellite, and seem to define how much there is yet will be made in preparation for the time 

its first lunar probe. to be learned. During the next few years, when man atlast sets foot on new worlds. 

In the future, under the direction of the payloads will become larger, trajectories In this program, the task of JPL is to 

National Aeronautics and Space Admin- will become more precise, and distances gather new information for a better un- 

istration, pioneering on the space fron- covered will become greater. Inspections derstanding of the World and Universe. 

“We do these things because of the unquenchable curiosity of | Who, at this present time, can predict what potential benefits 

Man. The scientist is continually asking himself questions and to man exist in this enterprise? No one can say with any accu- 

then setting out to find the answers. In the course of getting racy what we will find as we fly farther away from the earth, 

these answers, he has provided practical benefits to man that first with instruments, then with man. It seems to me that we 

have sometimes surprised even the scientist. are obligated to do these things, as human beings.’ 

“Who can tell what we will find when we get to the planets? DR. W. H. PICKERING, Director, JPL 

CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 

JET PROPULSION LABORATORY 
A Research Facility operated for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

PASADENA, CALIFORNIA 

Employment opportunities for Engineers and Scientists interested in basic and applied research in these fields: 

INFRA-RED « OPTICS « MICROWAVE * SERVOMECHANISMS * COMPUTERS ¢ LIQUID AND SOLID PROPULSION * ENGINEERING MECHANICS 
STRUCTURES ¢ CHEMISTRY « INSTRUMENTATION * MATHEMATICS AND SOLID STATE PHYSICS 

Send professional resumé for our immediate consideration. Interviews may be arranged on Campus or at the Laboratory. 
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Bottom: Electrical Engineering Building. 
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compiled by LeRoy Lutz, ce’60 

We of the Wisconsin Engineer staff want to extend our greetings to all high school students. Our inten- 
tion in the following pages is to inform prospective college students about the engineering profession and 

. engineering instruction in the University of Wisconsin College of Engineering. g y 8 2) rs 

To accomplish this we have asked a group of the top educators in the various fields of engineering 
education to comment on the facts and the opportunities in each field. Also included is an engineering fresh- 
man’s schedule, and answers to typical questions as well as comments from a top engineering student. YP q Pp eng g 

We hope that this information will help you in choosing a career in engineering and the University of 

Wisconsin as your Alma Mater. 
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Cnginecring— pportunity or Ou 

by Kurt F. Wendt 
Dean, College of Engineering 
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Dean Wendt received his B.S. degree in Civil Engineering from 
the University of Wisconsin in 1927 and has taught in the College 
of Engineering since 1927, For twelve years he was in charge of 
the Materials Testing Laboratory, then served as Associate Direc- 
tor of the Engineering Experiment Station, and now is Dean of the 
College of Engineering and Director of the Experiment Station. 

T IS a pleasure, through this nuclear power, rockets, missiles, five major fields: chemical, civil, 
] High School issue of the Wis- satellites, and space technology. electrical, mechanical, and mining 

consin Engineer, to extend You may well wonder whether and metallurgical engineering, each 
grectings to all students in our — there is anything left to develop — with many subdivisions. Wisconsin 
Wisconsin high schools. Those of for the future. Actually, the dis- has curricula in all of these fields. 
you who are interested in the field coveries and applications in engi- Last fall a new curriculum in engi- 
of engineering are invited to visit neering are increasing at an un- neering mechanics was introduced 
us, to see our laboratories, and to precedented rate and it is the con- to meet the demand for a broad, 
discuss your plans for the future. sidered opinion of scientists, engi- basic course in engineering with 
Dean Shiels, who is in charge of neers, and industrialists that we — strong emphasis on science. Both 
our program for freshmen, and will see many more developments undergraduate and graduate work 
members of his staff will make you in the future than we have in the are available in each of the areas 
most welcome. past. We have just begun to realize mentioned. In addition, graduate 

During the past century engi- the potential in the fieldsofnuclear training is also offered in nuclear 
necring has made great strides and and solar energy, in solid state engineering. 

its manv contributions to our high physics, in communications, in At the present time electrical and 
level of economic well-being are plastics, and in automation, The mechanical engineering are about 
universally recognized. You need problems of space are only begin- equally popular and together ac- 
only look around to see the prod- ning to emerge. A great challenge count for about two-thirds of our 
ucts of engineering on every hand. and a most interesting future lie total enrollment. The demands of 
The automobile, the airplane, ahead for young men and women industry are high, however, in all 
trains, ships, bridges, buildings, in all engineering fields. areas of engineering and it be- 
roads, electric light and power, Every week we receive many hooves you to investigate the entire 
radio, television, water and sewer questions and among the most fre- field to determine your special in- . 
systems, machine tools, refriger- | quent are: What engineering _ terests before choosing a particular 
ators, and heating systems, to men- courses are available at Wisconsin? branch. 

tion only a few, are all the result Which courses are most popular? Manufacturing and processing of 
of engineering design and produc- What does the engineer do? Should substances from raw materials 
tion. Today engineers are making __ I be an engineer? through carefully controlled chem- 
major contributions in the fields of The profession is divided into (Continued on page 44) 
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Career’ Opportunites in Engineer avreer pportunitie tn ngineerng 

by James A. Marks 
College of Engineering, Placement Director 
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Professor Marks received his B.S. degree in Mechanical Engi- 
neering from Purdue in 1948 followed by an M.S. degree in Indus- 
trial Engineering in 1951, After working in industry for several 

years he came to the University of Wisconsin in 1954 as an instruc- 
tor in Engineering Drawing and Descriptive Geometry. In 1956 he 
was appointed to his present position of Engineering Placement 
Director. 

ITHIN the past year the intense competition for better stu- demand an engineering back- 
job market for engineering dents has meant that starting sal- ground. 
graduates has improved aries are not only staying as high Sales, production supervision, 

rapidly. This does not imply that as they have been in the past but management, and many other jobs 
there was a surplus of engineers in many cases are increasing. It is have become exceedingly technical 
one or two years ago; on the con- not unusual for the graduate engi- in nature and an engineering edu- 

trary, even during the recession in neer to receive a salary of $6,000 cation is a real asset in almost any 

1958 the job situation for engi- during his first year after gradua- field. Under these circumstances 
neering grads was substantially tion. There is every reason to ex- the high school student who has 
better than for almost any other pect that starting salaries will con- the ability will find an engineering 
field. Fewer jobs were available, tinue to rise at least as much, if education to be better basic train- 
but they were still relatively not more, than general income lev- ing than perhaps any other college 
plentiful, Regardless of the supply els rise. Certainly engineers can program and a real asset in any 
and demand situation, scholastic expect handsome financial rewards field of endeavor. 
achievement, extra-curricular ac- in the years to come. Engineering education, a most 

tivities, personality, character are Of course, salary should not be vital part of the entire engineering 
still the important factors that em- the prime reason for anyone choos- profession, provides excellent 
ployers look for in college gradu- ing a career in engineering, or in opportunities that are often over- 
ates. As for the immediate future any other field, for that matter, In- looked. The demand for engineers 
numerous exhaustive studies by stead, the individual should con- — will obviously provide more and 
professional, governmental, and sider the kind of work he (or she) more opportunities in the teaching 
business groups all conclude that will be doing and whether or not of engineering. The individual who 
at least for the next several years, he will be happy doing it. While — would enjoy a career in education 
probably for the next decade, the this might imply that only those — and who has the ability to pursue 
demand for engineers along with who have a deep interest in things engineering will find an extremely 
other technical and scientific per- mechanical, for example, would bright future in engineering edu- 
sonnel will continue and will very consider engineering, it should be cation. 
likely increase. pointed out that for many jobs nor- The Placement Office of the Col- 

The expected increase in the de- mally considered to be non-engi- lege of Engineering has expanded 
mand for engineers along with the _ neering in actual practice virtually (Continued on page 44) 
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The F s Whehly Schedule ~ lie esa 5 ee Y cCnheaute 

by K. G. Shiels 
Assistant Dean and Freshman Advisor 
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Professor Shiels was born in Baraboo, Wisconsin, and received 

his B.S, and M.S. in Mechanical Engineering from the University 
of Wisconsin. In addition to his duties as adviser for engineering 

freshmen, he is chairman of the Department of Drawing and De- 
scriptive Geometry. 

REQUENTLY, freshmen in the — during the preceding summer to schedule allows fifty-six hours per | 
Eeaticse of Engineering come _ register for the Fall semester. Dur- week for sleep, twenty-one hours 

to the Freshman Adviser _ ing this pre-registration period, stu- per week for meals, dressing, etc., | 
lamenting that they “had no idea — dents are given a variety of tests, | and twenty-six hours for personal 
that engineering would be like — including a mathematics placement activities such as dates, sports, 
this.” To forestall this, and to help test to evaluate their facility in this church, relaxation, etc. Students 

prospective engineers understand all important subject, and are given —_ who plan to work for support, par- 
what some of the situations they the opportunity to discuss with a ticipate in a major sport, or who 
meet will be like when they reg- representative of the Adviser's are slow learners must recognize 
ister for and enter college, an out- office the field of engineering in that time for these activities must 
line of registration procedures is which they wish to enroll, and the come from the fixed total of 168 
given and a preview of a typical course choices open to them, hours per week, either through a 
weekly class program for a fresh- Looking at the schedule of a curtailment of personal activities, 

man mechanical engineer is pre- typical work week for a freshman or through reduction of the aca- 
sented on the next page. mechanical engineer, we see that demic credits carried. It is impor- 
When prospective freshmen he is carrying seventeen credits, a tant to recognize before coming to 

apply for admission to the Univer- normal load in the College of Engi- college that a student needs to 
sity of Wisconsin, they fill out sev- neering. Of the 168 hours in the — budget his time carefully, and to 
eral forms, submit a transcript of | week, approximately thirty hours organize his day fully, in order to 
their high school record, and re- are spent in class, approximately insure success. 
ceive a permit to register. They thirty-five hours should be allotted Now to examine the specifics of 
then usually come to the University to out-of-class study. A realistic the weekly program ... three 
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mornings a week at 7:45 our fresh- tional hour in a chemistry discus- discuss various aspects of the jobs 
man reports for his Air Science in- sion class. At 3:30 on Tuesday and engineers perform. 
struction, which he elected as his Thursday, he attends the mathe- The Office of the Freshman Ad- 
branch of Reserve Officers training. matics 60 lecture where he learns viser is open at all times for fresh- 
(Other students elect Military Sci- the concepts of calculus and ana- man engineers to come for consul- 
ence or band to satisfy this require- pe geometry. At 3:30 on Monday, tation about any special problems ment.) He attends Speech at 8:50  W ednesday, and Friday, he attends hich might arise. Students may 
MW where he finds an opportunity discussion SESSION where he re- need and receive help with finan- 
to develop skills in public speak- _ ¢¢ives help in applying the mathe- cial problems, with scholastic diffi- 
ing, important to engineers in pre- mail ieoty to the solution e culties, and with re-defining their senting their ideas to other people. pro coms. mus Te ee vocational objectives. If the fresh- 
Following speech, our freshman Jeet requires ten J burs per wee oe man needs more specialized help 
spends two hours, three times a stuay’ hime outside ° Cass. Our than his adviser can give, he will week in drawing class, where he freshman reports to English class be referred to the proper person i eex t aS i 8 rae ' * three hours per week, where he 4, agency. 
earns to adorn lle, Wale the od learns the principles of composition . Se ae guage used in all engineering work. and gains facility in the use of lan- The Freshman Adviser is sin- 

Our typical freshman has lunch, — guage, important skills for our  ¢¢tely interested in the welfare of and then has approximately an _ fledgling engineer. Two hours per euch student, and welcomes: in- hour and a half of free time, which — week are spent in physical educa- — Quiries from high school students. he might wisely devote to study tion class, On Tuesday mornings If you should visit the campus and and/or review. At 2:25, he attends at 9:55, all freshman engineering Wish to talk over your plans before chemistry lecture twice weekly. students attend freshman lectures, enrolling in the college, you will As a supplement to these lectures, an orientation program designed be yetcons to come to Room 22 he spends four hours per week in to introduce freshmen to key mem. Of T24 building for a visit. chemistry laboratory, and an addi- bers of the college faculty, and to THE END 

A SUCCESSFUL ENGINEERING STUDENT MUST EXPECT TO BE BUSY AND ORGANIZED! 

Hour'! Sunday" Monday" Tuesday _'' Wednesday '' Thursday" Friday ''Saturday I Coul d ! t 1 I I : 

7;00' Sleep ' Get up, ! dress, eat, ' off to ' classes ----1----------' Could 1 I 1 I Study I I I 

7;45' Late ‘Air Sci.la'Air Sci. la "Chemistry 'Air Sci. la 'Chem.2a Q' Sleep 7 1 T T 7 Study T 
8;50'Free time! Speech 8a' English la_' Speech 8a ! English la_ ‘Chemistry ! Late ‘ ' ' Freshman ‘ ' “Study : ' 
9355'Free time ' Drawing ' Lectures ' Drawing ! Chemistry ' Drawing ' Study t 1 ! ! I 1 1 

11;00'Free time ' 12 ' Phy. Ed. '! 19 Phy. Ed. ' 12! English as ee Ty, MEAL 1-----------1---- 7 2~ Llane 
12;05! ' Study ' ! Study ' Study ! 

1;20'Free time ' Drawing ! Chem.2a  !' Drawing ! Chem. 2a ' Drawing ' Free t 1 1 1 i 1 i 

2;25'Free time 'Chem 2a L ! Lab ‘Chem. 2a L ! Lab ‘English la! Time 1 t 1 I 1 1 ! 

3330'Free time '---~------1-----=Mathematics 60=----1-------------4----------! Free I 1 1 1 1 1 ! 

4;35'Free time | =---2-----1------Study Chemistry----L-------------1----------1 Time a a a ee ee 

6;00!- - - - - -'~ ~ - - - 1 Relax after évening meal'!- - - - - - -'-----1---- 1 1 I 1 I 1 1 

7;00'- - - - - -'~ ~ - - ~ 'Study Mathematics - - - -!- ----- 11 D ' Study t 1 I I 1 1 1 

8;00'- -----'~--.. 4Study Mathematics - - - -'- ------! A "Air Sci. I I 1 1 4 I ' 

9;00! Study ' Study ! Study ' Study ! Study ' T ' Free 1 1 1 1 t ‘i 1 

10;00' Speech _' English ! Speech" English ' English! E ' 1 I i 1 1 1 1 

11;00' Hit the sa¢k!--------1----~---------1---------- tee i Time 
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niverst Y Xtenston 

by Professor Paul J. Grogan 
Chairman, Extension Engineering Department 

Ses re 
oS gle ae : 

3 a UY : 
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ee 

Professor Grogan has served in the above capacity since 1951, Earlier, he 

taught mechanical engineering subjects at both The University of Wisconsin and 

The University of Notre Dame. His educational background includes a M.S. 

from UW and a B.S. from Purdue. The professional field in which Professor 

Grogan has gained the greater amount of his practical experience is power 

generation. This has been reflected in his extensive writings on the subject in 

professional and trade journals. 

HE University Extension Di- deal of harmony and accord exists Transfers from the State College 

"T vision is the off-campus arm within the entire state-supported System may be made on a “credit- 

of The University of Wiscon- system of higher education in for-credit” basis where the course 

sin. One of the units of the Exten- Wisconsin. work is applicable to any part of 

sion Division is the Department of Questions are often asked the requirements for the degree 

Engineering, Included among_ its whether or not an individual is program of particular interest. 

responsibilities are the programs of able to obtain “full credit” for work Grade points, however, are entered 

undergraduate instruction in engi- taken in an outlying institution, on the same basis as transfers be- 

neering at the several Extension and whether or not an engineering tween any pair of neighboring in- 

Centers in the state, Centers are program can be completed in a stitutions; this being a nominal 

located at Kenosha, Racine, She- normal four years if one starts off — “C” or 2.0 grade points per credit 

boygan, Manitowoc, Marinette, campus. for all work of “C” quality or bet- 

Green Bay, Menasha, and Wausau. Transfer of Credit ter. Grades originally below a 

Substantial blocks of credit to- Credits earned at the eight Uni- nominal “C” are entered on the 

ward a degree in any of the several versity Extension Centers may be transfer record at the lower value. 

fields of engineering offered by “transferred” to the University at Full applicability of credits avail- 

The University of Wisconsin may full grade-point value. The quotes able for transfer towards the re- 

be obtained through the Extension on the word “transferred” are pur- quirements of the particular degree 

Center System, It is only fair to poseful. Actually, Extension Cen- in mind requires wise selection of 

mention at this time that The Uni- ter credits are UW credits and no program within the offering of the 

versity of Wisconsin-Milwaukee “transfer” ever takes place. The outlying institution of choice. Stu- 

(UW-M)_ offers considerable op- original and permanent record card dent counsellors are generally very 

portunity for the study of engineer- of the Extension Center student is well informed on matters of local 

ing at both the undergraduate and maintained among residence  stu- course selections applicable to the 

graduate levels. There are further dent records in Bascom Hall, the degree program of choice. Any 

opportunities for beginning an main administration building of doubtful matters may be cleared 

engineering career at the State Col- the University. Transfers from up quickly by a telephone call, a 

leges distributed throughout Wis- UW-M are at full grade-point letter, or a personal visit to the 

consin, These latter operations are value, although the record card in appropriate departmental chairman 

not a part of the University Exten- this instance actually transfers from in Madison. 

sion Center system, but a great Milwaukee to Madison. (Continued on page 44) 
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ou tre a a ere — 

by Robert C. Onan, Jr., Met 4 
President, Polygon Board . 

ANY high school seniors are There is a terrific demand for but they must also be skilled at 
contemplating studying en- men who can flex their minds to handling the human relations prob- 
gineering in college. There work with all types of people in lems of a business and communi- 

is a challenge waiting for those order to devise new products and cating with people, be they engi- 

who decide upon this course, but operations that are economically neers, sales personnel, accountants, 

it is not only the challenge of engi- feasible. With the vast amount of or customers. It is the possession of 

neering physics, math, and me- knowledge coming from foreign these skills as well as the technical 

chanics problems. The engineer of countries, a speaking knowledge of background that marks a man with 
today is confronted with a greater a foreign language is a prerequisite a flexible mind. 

challenge . . . to develop a flexible _ to having a flexible mind. You must . : 
’ 5a ‘ I think the most important part 

mind. make the initial step to communi- : 
ts ‘ ; ape aoe ye of the development of a flexible 
The engineer of today and to- cate with the foreign industrialist i i‘ : : 

. ‘ : : : mind is a desire: desire to get 
morrow must have a flexible mind = who knows something which can 2 : ; Y along with all kinds of people; de- 
whether he is a research, design, help you. -s Wes 

. . oe ; 5 sire to come upon new and difficult 
production, sales, or managing en- There is a gross misconception , . : : 

: ee Zen j problems and decide upon the best 
gineer,” said Mr. Cary H. Steven- that a college education is a ticket vet cntanitarse : é ; y : : possible solutions; desire to under- 
son in speaking to freshman engi- to quick success and that people i alt a ; 

; : ca . stand yourself; desire to appreciate 
neers at the University of Wiscon- — without the benefit of a college ouliante 1 . 
a , : subjects like music, art, and nature; 

sin in a program sponsored by the education are not important to a aod. desive to learn AbOAE HEW OF 

Polygon Board—the student gov- company. Many companies do hun- unexplored realms ‘ 
erning body of the College of — dreds of thousands of dollars worth ne 
Engineering. Mr. Stevenson, vice of business annually without a col- It is September, 1960, you are 
president of Lindberg Engineering lege degree in the company. It will one of the 1,000 freshman engi- 
Company which manufactures heat take young engineers with flexible neers at one of the greatest univer- 
treating furnaces and equipment, — minds to realize that they will be _ sities of the world. The diversity 

. . E: * o%; Iniversi is, at 
has helped many young engineers learning from the men in the shop of the University of Wisconsin 
on their way to successful careers. and, in fact, from everyone. Imag- could well be the key to the devel- 

What is a flexible mind? It is one ine trying to design, produce, and = Opment of your flexible mind—if 

which can remember the past, real- sell a new casting without working you are willing to make an effort. 

ize the present, and work with the with a draftsman for shape and Study your lessons, get into your 

future in mind. It takes a man with dimensioning, a foundryman for work, do not take the “It’s only 

a flexible mind to realize that the advice on what alloy to use and wasteful studying” attitude, chat 

successful American industrialist how to cast it, a metallurgical engi- with the foreign student down the 

no longer goes to the European or —_ neer for property specifications, a hall, attend a Sunday concert, visit 

Japanese manufacturers to say, foreman for setup, the workmen to the art shows at the Union, or stop 

“What can I tell you about how we explain the operation and their at the top of Observatory Hill on 
do things back in America?” In- part in it, the sales engineer for a fresh, autumn day and look at 

stead he goes with open eyes and putting the casting on the market, one of the most beautiful campus 

ears to see how the European or and still be able to convince the scenes in the world. 

Japanese carries on his manufac- management that they should in- You can coast through college 

turing. It will take a flexible mind vest the money to manufacture the without opening yourself to a new 

to use well established engineering product. and interesting way of life, and 

principles to precipitate new inno- Many engineers have the poten- you will coast just as easily into a 

vations to compete with not only tial to move into managerial OL routine, monotonous occupation 

other American firms but also with administrative positions. Men in when you leave school, There is a 

the increasingly competitive Euro- these positions must have the tech- challenge waiting—I sincerely hope 

pean, Russian, and Asiatic indus- nical background and understand- you will accept it. 

tries. ing that most engineers acquire, THE END 
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emica nqiuneering 

by Professor R. A. Ragatz 
Chairman, Chemical Engineering Department 

ye Professor Ragatz is a native of Wisconsin. Born in Prairie du Sac, 

yy s he received his B.S., M.S., and Ph.D. degrees at the University, 

og Wey = the latter in 1931, He has worked in the field of chemical engineer- 

i Y a in ing materials, and is co-author of two widely-used texts in chemi- 

4 4 _ = —_ cal engineering. 

<= 

Tens work of the chemical ordinated teamwork of chemists sign of equipment, construction of 

engineer differs in character and chemical engineers. equipment, technical sales and cus- 

from the work of the chemist. The manufacturing processes in tomer service, and administration. 

It is the function of the chemical which the chemical engineer en- If the company is relatively small, 
engineer to translate the laboratory —_ gages are usually quite complex the duties of the chemical engineer 

discoveries of the research chemist and require a series of well-defined probably will encompass several of 

into commercial production. The — steps, some of which are chemical the foregoing types of work. 

research chemist generally works in nature and some of which are The Department of Chemical 
with small-scale laboratory equip- essentially physical in character. Engineering has excellent instruc- 

ment, which usually is made of | Typical chemical processes are _ tional facilities. The Chemical En- 
glass. He works with small quanti- polymerization, sulfonation, chlori- gineering Building, occupied in 

ties of material, and his product nation, nitration, hydrogenation, 1952, has modern, well-equipped 

yields are small, a few grams gen- oxidation, reduction, hydrolysis, undergraduate laboratories for in- 
erally, The chemical engineer, on and alkylation. Typical physical struction in unit operations, chem- 
the other hand, designs and oper- operations are pumping of fluids, ical manufacture, process measure- 
ates the large-scale apparatus re- transportation of solids, heating or ments and control, applied electro- 
quired to produce the desired cooling of materials being proc- chemistry, plastics, and physical 

material in commercial amounts, essed, crushing and grinding, mix- measurements. Laboratory facilities 
frequently running to many tons ing, filtration, drying, absorption for M.S, and Ph.D. thesis research 

per day. of gases by liquids, solvent extrac- are also provided. 

The chemical engineer finds em- tion, crystallization, distillation, and The curriculum in chemical 

ployment with companies engaged evaporation. It is the duty of the engineering has been accredited 

in the manufacture of gasoline, chemical engineer to select the for many years by the American 

Diesel fuels, heating oil, lubricating — various chemical processes and Institute of Chemical Engineers 

oil, greases, asphalt, paraffin wax, physical operations that are needed —_and_by the Engineers Council for 

rocket fuels, synthetic rubber, rub- to’ make the desired product. — Professional Development. The cur- 

ber products, plastics, synthetic Chemical engineers work out the riculum is under constant study, 

textile fibers, synthetic detergents, best conditions for each step; they and periodic changes are made as 

soaps, pulp and paper, insecticides, design the equipment needed for called for by new scientific discov- 

weed killers, and pharmaceutical — each step; they build and operate — eries and changed conditions in 

products. The chemical engineer the complete plant. industry. 

produces a host of “petrochemicals” In a large company employing The tremendous growth of the 

from crude petroleum, such as many chemical engineers, the type chemical industry since World War 

ethyl alcohol, ethylene glycol, ben- of work carried out by a particular Il has created many employment 

zene, toluene, acetylene, and for- individual may be restricted to one opportunities for graduates of the 

maldehyde. All of the foregoing of the following general lines of chemical engineering course. The 

materials are produced by the co- activity: research, development, demand for chemical engineering 

A distillation tower used for solvent production, maintenance, process graduates continues at a high level. 

4 recovery for silicone manufacturing. control, inspection and testing, de- THE END 
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by Prof. Arno T. Lenz 
Chairman, Civil Engineering Department 

e C a Professor Arno T. Lenz is in his second year as Chairman of the Department 

££ & 1 of Civil Engineering. He is a Wisconsin native, having been born in Fond du 
y 4 fo) 3 > > 

= is a Lac, and has received four degrees from the University. The last was the doctor- 

> 7 eae ate in 1940. His professional work has been in Hydraulic Engineering with spe- : a p y g g 1 
Ce cial emphasis on water resources studies and model tests of dams. In addition 

he P 
ll to his teaching and research, he has spent several summers on engineering work 
CF mt ; a . i, 

AN me, i for the Tennessee Valley Authority, the U. S. Bureau of Reclamation and Wis- 

‘ : consin industries, and as a consultant in law suits concerned with water problems. 

HE Civil Engineer of today the greatest flood to pass beneath — which supplies irrigation water in 

must secure very broad train- and high enough so that the floor the spring. 

ing in order to be prepared will always be dry. They must be Jobs for young men also include 
to solve problems which may con- strong enough to carry the greatest — construction work either for the 

front him. In this age of specializa- load today and a century from contractor or as an inspector to see 

tion the Civil Engineer stands now. They must be in the right the structure is built according to 
almost alone in this respect. He place to carry present traffic and specifications written by another 
may work for a governmental — that which will come for the next civil engineer, When the engineer 
agency or industry or for himself hundred years. has learned his practical lessons, 

and tend to specialize somewhat Planning for this traffic is an im- _he is assigned greater responsibil- 

ws his job, but even such specializa- portant part of the work of the _ ity, and he may become a project 
tion requires a broad background. bridge builder and the highway manager supervising hundreds of 

A Civil Engineer may. design engineer. It is also an important men and millions of dollars worth 

and build buildings or bridges, but part of the work of the municipal of equipment as project manager 
any building he designs must be on engineer who lays out the city on huge projects such as the Mack- 

an adequate foundation. A_thor- expressways and ordinary streets,  inac Bridge or Grand Coulee Dam. 

oe knowledge oe the water and sewerage facilities On the other hand he may start 

con ae the eee mg a the for our communities, and provides as a small contractor and success- 

mse nares —— 2 “T NBMe the water supply and waste dis- fully grow to a size where he can 

ous oe tee Oh and ity are posal plants. This is all the work bid and build at least parts of such 

ia . ‘ Ab e tos m_con- of the Civil Engineer. mammoth structures. Construction 
crete or steel he must know some- akee civil engineers fi ieee 
Ging of the chemical iopaitee For his first job, or during sum- takes civil engineers to the far cor 

8 : at DEODSEnes ss cations: while he in: school ners of the earth building dams, 
and strength of the material under — Mer vacations while he im school, . . i : 
oe Eee wees a ait : Ak cag cacrodme airfields, highways, industrial 
loads which will vary with the way | @ Man may work as a rodman on . Foe 
Tat decom \ a a survey cre: ith a little experi- plants, pipe lines, and every other 

the building is used and even with —@ survey crew. With a little experi Mae : 3” 
: oS Ys syice: ‘he: wi tokl aduate type of installation which can be 

the wind forces. The amount of ence he will quickly gra uate to «mained. On the other hand, some 

rain which falls on the roof will in- ‘instrument man and chief of party names Se ntasars 
4 ‘Teal ; ; and collect the basic survey dati engineers do all their building 
fluence the drainage for the build- and collect the basic survey Cata ey : : 

: seded to pli sivil. engineering within a single large metropolitan 
ing, and the sun beating down on — needed fo plan civil engineer S| ea suck as Los Angeles: County 

that roof causes expansion which works. Other young men make ae on as a 8 7 i vi 
: — scarements : * é mngineer mav star! 

must be considered so there will be streamflow measurements out in young civi-engineer may sta 
ao leaks in the yook, the field to determine how much his professional career working for 

Bridges over rivers and streams water is flowing down a mountain a consulting engineer making the 
must be large enough to permit stream or in an irrigation ditch. designs for the structures which 

Top: Bird ew of Jeted Shasta LHe May go into the mountains in others build. He will select the 

« Da Botan? “Railroad over: Cherry winter to measure the depth and — depth of the beams or girders to 

Valley Turnpike in New York State. water content of the snow pack (Continued on page 45) 
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James Elam (M.S., Purdue ’59) is studying various techniques of speech analysis at IBM. 
The objective of this work is voice-machine communication.
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f 7 7 a He’s breaking through 

A a sound barriers to 

ee find new applications 

MRA a Ree of human speech 
| | 7 | / | | | a | ' i ' oo [ ' i a a It is believed that once clear, distinct signals can be obtained from 
i —C—“=# human speech sounds, the human voice can be used for direct com- 

- munication with machines. James Elam is working in this direction. 

i Pl 2 Voice-Machine Communication Problems 
I The problems involved are formidable. Machine “understanding” 

of human speech will be limited by both the sensitivity and the 
number of electronic “recognizers” of speech-sound patterns that 
can be built into the machine. To further complicate matters, the 

: | human voice is capable of making an almost infinite variety and 
| | i _ subtlety of sound patterns. Only in theory could a machine be built 
— { ‘ that could recognize all of them. 
— 

} We i. i a A Solution in “Phonemes”? 
, i ae | | i ' uy ] 7 To further this work on voice-machine communication, James 
iv a i | i , ' | av | Elam is studying various techniques of speech analysis. In one 

‘ { : | - i 0 ' | i i I | | ' ‘i / scheme, recordings are made of voices reading words. These are 
| i | a a : | ' ' ' | oo 7 then examined in their frequency spectrum, and a power within 
| i | a a el I | | ] : | | | | J iu | _ | discrete bands is plotted. The plots, or spectrograms, are used 

Meeks DAE DU | aa ia to break down words into basic sounds called “phonemes.” Each 
a _ phoneme has a separate and distinct pattern and is capable of giv- 
am 7? ate ing a clear signal. It is hoped that these signals can be used to 

as ee / communicate directly, through an audio input, with machines. 

Fascinating Assignments 

Because of its exciting future possibilities, James Elam finds his 

work fascinating. 

If you would like to employ your talents in areas where exciting 

future possibilities are all part of a day’s work, then you might 

consider the opportunities offered by IBM. When our representa- 

tive comes to your campus, he will be glad to give you information 

about opportunities in research, development, manufacturing and 

oa other areas at IBM. 

a ' ® 
oe INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION 

Your Placement Officer can tell vou when an IBM representative will 

next visit your campus. Or you mav write, outlining briefly your back- 

ground and interests, to: Manager of Technical Employment, IBM 

: Corporation, Dept. 846, 590 Madison Avenue, New York 22, New York.
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ectrica PEG ELEC EPLy 

by Professor H. A. Peterson 
Chairman, Electrical Engineering Department 

nin. 

4 Prof. Harold A. Peterson has been Chairman of the Department 

nik ee of Electrical Engineering since 1947. He is from Essex lowa, and 

7 ] ¥ , received his B.S. and M.S. (with high distinction) from the Uni- 

oe ‘ versity of Iowa. He is a Fellow in AIEE, a Senior Member of IRE, 

of | and a member of several other engineering societies. He also holds 

a _ |e eight patents in the field of electrical engineering. 

wir. Eee 

LECTRICAL Engineering is a day, heavy tasks around the farm country. Our course of study in 
E young profession. With the home and other tasks in all homes, electrical engineering is constantly 

characteristic vigor cf youth, can be done quickly, efficiently, under surveillance so that improve- 
it is growing and expanding rap- and without drudgery. Radio and ments can be made from time to 

idly to meet the challenges of the television have been brought to time to keep in step with the needs 
profession in an era which is char- most homes. These are some of the of industry. We have recently re- 
acterized by the growing impor- more obvious consequences of elec- vised our curriculum in order to 
tance of space technology. trical engineering. make it more suitable to the de- 

Only seventy eight years ago, Electrical Engineering has ex- | mands of our rapidly changing 
the first waterwheel driven electric panded tremendously in scope in technology. This new curriculum 

generator in this country was put recent years. Automatic control applies to all those students enter- 

in operation at Appleton, Wiscon- theory, information theory, the — ing as freshmen in September 1959, 
sin. Since that time, growth and transistor, new analytical tech- and thereafter. 
development of the profession have niques, analog computers, digital There is a joint student branch 
been phenomenal. Today the Amer- computers, extra high voltage of the AIEE-IRE on the campus 
ican Institute of Electrical Engi- | power transmission, the tunnel with a faculty member in charge 
neers (AIEE) has over 54,000 diode, nuclear fusion and fission, as branch counselor. This student 

members, not including student and many other developments branch elects its own officers, holds 

members. In addition, there are have been basically important in regular meetings, and sponsors ac- 
approximately 60,000 members of — this expansion. The control of _ tivities of interest to student engi- 
the Institute of Radio Engineers guided missiles, and the very spe- _ neers. It affords a means for orient- 
(IRE). The IRE membership is cial instrumentation problems asso- _ ing students with regard to profes- 

growing rapidly at a rate of about ciated with the recording of data sional activities within the AIEE 
12 per cent per year. It is one of and transmitting such data back to and IRE following graduation. 
the fastest growing professional earth from satellites are largely the The University of Wisconsin 
technical societies at the present. responsibility of the electrical engi- offers excellent opportunities for 

A few generations ago, electricity neer. The problems are fascinating study in electrical engineering. 
was available in the homes of only and challenging, requiring much Young men and women with good 
a few. Now, it is available in imagination and resourcefulness in high school records and a real in- 

almost every home. Electrical En- obtaining solutions. Advanced train- terest in science and mathematics 

gineers have been largely respon- ing in engineering science and would do well to consider enroll- 
sible for bringing this about. To- mathematics is generally required ing in this course of study which 

for creative work in these areas. leads to a most interesting profes- 
Top: Automatic indicating recording At the University of ‘Wisconsin sional life of basic importance to 
and control instruments used by modern yee . ; . 2 . . 
public utilities. Bottom: Memory. sto- our facilities in the Engineering our economy and security. 

@ rage units of an air defense computer. Building are among the best in the THE END 
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The man above is shown running an experiment in the A graduate student is working in the fatigue laboratory. 
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Students are at work in the metal laboratory. A class is shown working in the soil mechanics laboratory. 
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En L } CS G fLCOPLING, CCHRANIC. 

by Professor George W. Washa 
Chairman, Mechanics Department 

eS ’ Professor George W. Washa has been chairman of the Depart- 
4 . . : ment of Engineering Mechanics since 1953. He was born in Mil- 
| - . e waukee, Wisconsin, and received his B.S., M.S., and Ph.D. degrees 
Y2 a 2 _ from the University of Wisconsin. He has been very active in 
ha ASTM and ACI. He has served as chairman of several ACI com- 

Al a7 mittees and has also served on the Board of Direction. He is co- 
o “ — author of two textbooks in Engineering Mechanics. 

HE newest undergraduate such as metals, plastics, concrete, would have been of great benefit 
"LT onsinccring curriculum at the soils and wood, The new curricu- to them in their professional activ- 

University of Wisconsin has — lum in Engineering Mechanics pro- ities. and recommended strongly 
been started to meet the current vides for more courses in physics, that such a curriculum be acti- 
need for training in the more fun- chemistry and mathematics than vated, 
damental aspects of engineering. It required in most engineering cur- Third, most industrial organiza- 
is matched by similar curricula in ricula along with advanced courses tions, both large and small, prefer 
many of the leading engineering in Engineering Mechanics. It in- that their men come to them with 
colleges throughout the country. cludes a course in Experimental a broad fundamental scientific 
They may not always be called Stress Analysis which is concerned background. Generally they them- 
Engineering Mechanics, but similar with the use of photoelasticity and selves prefer to teach the details 
aims and objectives are present in various mechanical and electrical relating to their specific activities. 
many curricula such as Engineer- strain gages for the purposes of Fourth, recent studies of the 
ing Physics and Engineering Sci- determining stresses when theoret- — American Society for Engineering 
ence. ical calculations are not practical. | Education have recommended a 

Graduate courses leading to the strengthening of the work in the 
What Is Engineering Mechanics? Master of Science and Doctor of basic sciences. 

Engineering Mechanics serves as Philosophy degrees, which have Fifth, perhaps the most impor- 
a bridge between work in the basic been given by the Department for tant reason for the formation of 
sciences—mathematics, physics and many years, consider further such the curriculum in Engineering 
chemistry—and the various engi- fields of study as elasticity, plastic- | Mechanics has been the great 
neering curricula. The mechanics ity, plates, shells, and elastic sta- changes that have taken place in 
courses common to all engineering _ bility. science and engineering during the 
curricula are: Statics, concerned past years. Among the most impor- 
with forces and equilibrium of Why Was This New Curriculum tant of these have been the rapid 
bodies under the action of forces; Started? diffusion of scientific knowledge 
Dynamics, concerned with the mo- There are many reasons and a and disciplines into engineering, 
tion of particles and bodies and the few of the more important are the increasing use of the analytical 
forces necessary to cause such mo- listed below: approach to the solution of prac- 
tion; Mechanics of Materials, con- First, many engineers now fre- tical problems, and the need for a 
cerned with the stresses and strains quently work as a team with chem- _ better understanding of the prop- 
within beams, shafts, columns, and ists, physicists, and mathematicians erties and mechanics of materials. 
other elements performing their and must be able to understand While engineering is still both an 
usual functions in structures and them. art and a science, some fields are 
machines; Properties of Materials, Second, many returning gradu- based largely upon empirical data 
concerned with understanding and ates have indicated that they and experience while others have a 
measuring the mechanical and thought an undergraduate curricu- highly organized scientific basis. 
physical properties of materials lum in Engineering Mechanics (Continued on page 45) 
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Mechanical Engineeri CCRhaANICA ngineerng 

by Professor Ralph J. Harker 
Chairman, Mechanical Engineering Department 

ta ~— a Professor Ralph J. Harker is completing his first year as Chair- 

\ 4 “4 LC man of the Department of Mechanical Engineering. He is a native 

| _ | of Madison, Wisconsin, and received his B.S. and M.S. from the 

oe | : , University of Wisconsin. His field is machine design, with particu- 

ss en . ; lar interest in vibration and balancing. He has had considerable 

oy — | experience in the aircraft industry, and is vice-chairman of the 

oa iN i oo | Rock River Valley Section of the American Society of Mechani- 

; “ cal Engineers. 

‘>< 

ECHANICAL Engineering In the design field, mechanical The mechanical engineer, 

M is that phase of engineering engineers are called upon to con- although contributing to our pres- 

which deals principally with ceive new devices and machines, — ent technology in every industry 

the design, analysis, test, preduc- and to refine and improve existing and in every phase of equipment 

tion and utilization of mechanical designs. Perhaps no phase of me- production, has played a dominant 

equipment, It is difficult to specify chanical engineering places greater role in the transportation power 

the exact scope of mechanical engi- demands upon the imagination, in- generation, and machine tool fields. 

necring because of the breadth of — genuity, and judgment of an engi- He has exerted a major influence 
activity which is involved; how- neer than that of mechanical de- in the existence in this country of 

ever, the men practicing in_ this sign. Design requires the conver- the highest standard OE living in 
field are concerned with the devel- sion of ideas to physical reality, the world. This has been largely 

opment of such items as automo- which is the essence of engincer- hisved by the effective mag 
biles, engines, turbines, machine ing. The design engineer must be ae ¥ va »y ‘ston mea in ied 

tools, household appliances and — well grounded in mechanisms, ma- valor a aye a b yen ns ase 

production machinery. Although chine elements, mechanics, strength — PEYClope« for dutab’e goods, and 
many special areas exist in the pro- of materials, dynamics, vibrations by the design and consttuction of 

fession, the field is traditionally | and many other subjects which re- equipment for the efficient conver- 

divided into three broad activities. late specifically to design. sion of fuel energy. 
They are heat power, design, and In the industrial engineering Because the training of a Me- 

industrial engineering. field all types of production prob- chanical Engineer is rather broad, 

In the heat power field, engi- Jems are encountered, This is the he is in demand in practically 

neers are interested in the analysis domain of the engineer interested every type of manufacturing organ- 

of liquids, gases, and vapors, as in the manufacture of finished ization, and in many research and 

they are used in all types of engi- products, usually on a mass-pro- governmental organizations; how- 

neering applications. Thus, the in- duction basis. It is here that engi- ever, about two-thirds of the Me- 

ternal combustion engine, the neers are concerned with how a chanical Engineering graduates are 
steam turbine, the refrigerator, and part or machine may be produced engaged in corporate employment. 

the rocket engine are but a few ex- jn the most economical manner. — He may be employed in the elec- 

amples of equipment requiring this There are many subjects related to trical, chemical, petroleum, metal- 

type of engineering. To be profi- this field, including industrial or- processing, paper, plastics, or any 

cient in this area, the engineer ganization, plant layout, cost anal- other of a host of industries which 

must have a knowledge of thermo- ysis, time-and-motion study, mate- require his services in connection 

dynamics, heat transfer, fluid flow, rials handling and inspection meth- with especially engineered produc- 

combustion, and other related sub- ods. With the increasing complexity tion equipment, for plant engincer- 

jects. of the mass-production techniques, ing, or for administrative responsi- 

At left is a picture of the Heat Power industrial engineering is a rapidly bilities. 

@ Laboratory at University of Wisconsin.  ¢xpanding field. ‘Continued on page 45) 
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Mhning and Metallurgical Engineering 

by Professor P. C. Rosenthal 
Chairman, Department of Mining and Metallurgy 

A : ets Ba \ : 4] 

Gi —— Pie SS 
7 vas. <i This is Professor Rosenthal’s fifth year as department head. He 

_—<ie™ fai received his B.S. and M.S, in Metallurgical Engineering from the 

nt or a © University of Wisconsin. He has been very active in the AFS and 

4 ae “ ASM, being chairman of several committees. He was co-author of 

y. 4k, [pt “Principles of Metal Casting.” 

ooo 

F YOU were to examine a list hydraulics, surveying, electrical extracted. This is called mineral 
[i the elements and their prop- _ engineering, and heat and power. beneficiation, mineral dressing or 

erties you would find that the One option of the curriculum in mineral concentration. This field 
majority of them would be classi- this field concentrates on the geo- represents the link between mining 
fied as metals. Further investiga- logical aspects of mining. The — on the one hand and metallurgy on 
tion into the use of these metals graduate from this program is re- the other. The mineral dressing 
would reveal that almost everyone ferred to as a geological engineer — engineer designs and operates 
of them has some commercial and would be primarily concerned plants for the separation of the 
application in the pure or alloyed with finding and exploring new ore valuable minerals from the waste 
form. A more intensive study, such bodies or oil fields. He would esti- products. This field is becoming 
as would be gained in a mining or = mate the economic value of the — increasingly more important as 
metallurgical engineering program ore and determine how it might — the richer ore deposits become ex- 
of courses, would establish that — best be extracted from the earth. hausted and lower grade ores must 
even many of the non-metals such The mining engineer designs, be utilized. In Wisconsin, for in- 
as oxygen, carbon, phosphorus, etc., constructs, and operates mining stance, the use of the available low 
play an important part in metal properties. He, in effect, begins grade ores awaits development of 
processing and alloying. Thus the where the geological engineer | economical methods for concen- 
mining or metallurgical engineer leaves off because his principal trating these ores to higher iron 
deals with a wide variety of ele- tasks are associated directly with contents. The mineral dressing en- 
ments and combinations thereof, the mining operation. He plans the _ gineer uses many methods and de- 
and must understand the chemical — method of removing the ore, de- vices for concentrating ores such 
and physical problems associated signs the transportation system and = as-_- gravity separation, “heavy 
with their preparation and use, handles related problems of venti- media” separations, and _ flotation. 

Utilization of metals begins with _ lation, power supply, ete. His program of study is much the 
the discovery and development of In the petroleum field, the coun- same _as that of the mining engi- 
mineral wealth. This is the work of _ terpart to the mining engineer is neer but usually contains less min- 
the mining engineer. The curricu- the petroleum engineer. His job is ing and more metallurgical engi- 
lum for mining engineering in- to plan and operate the oil-drilling neering subjects. 
cludes, in addition to courses in and pumping equipment and After the mineral dressing engi- 
mine evaluation, development, and — arrange for the storage of the neer has completed his work of 
ore removal, related courses in crude petroleum. He should also concentrating the ore, the metal- 
geology, mineral concentration and _ be familiar with methods used to lurgical engineer steps in to reduce 
chemical processing. There are also locate new petroleum fields. the ore to the metallic state. In this 
courses in related fields such as The geological, mining and work he may utilize heat, elec- 

petroleum engineering options are tricity, chemicals or a combination 
Top: Aluminum part being taken from all available at Wisconsin, of these factors. Since this treat- 
die after casting has been made. Bot- Once the ore is removed from ment usually involves chemical re- 

4 tom: The metallograph shown provides . oe eh / rectus i . 
for inspection and photograph of met- the earth, it must be processed fur- actions, this metallurgical engineer- 

als magnified to 50 to 3000 times. ther before the metal can be (Continued on page 45) 
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Dean Wendt ences, and written and oral expres- are applied in industry. And he 
sion are of primary importance. If may discover special interests in a 

(Continued from page 24) you possess these qualities and particular phase of engineering and 
ical and physical changes comprise aptitudes, find the duties of engi- tailor his selection of courses 
the field of chemical engineering. neers attractive, and are willing to accordingly. As a result he will be 

Civil engineering, the oldest work hard, you should and can better prepared to continue his 
branch, at one time included all become a successful engineer. The career after graduation. 

engineering of a non-military char- fat he materially and ti personal 
5 setae ° “ Satistac are § sta é ° e acter; today the main divisions are Sa HStacHOn, ake: Substantial. University Extension 

structural, sanitary, hydraulic, and : 
transportation engineering. Career (Continued from page 28) 

Electrical engineering has two oO oge Years to Completion 
main divisions: power engineering, pportunities , “ . 

which is concerned with the gen- (Continued from page 25) ute Oy Eeaciesstaing 
eration, transportation, and appli- along with the increased enroll- in engineering is that the engineer. 
cation! el electrical oueiey sna the ment of engineering students and ing programs at Wisconsin vary 

broad teld oF commmmunicatfons ane the need for engineering gradu- from 146 to 152 semester credits, 
cia, taedhans, willte. radii, val ome ey a eerovid a This means that you will have to 
cae amd. OHA : lacement ¢ ce is to provide ach - earn an average 18 hours per se- 
vistor aie oy . ities and information for seniors  mester just to stay abreast of the 

I he mechanical engmeer deals when they begin looking for a job schedule. If your freshman and/or 
chiefly with the design and con- and give counsel and advice to sophomore programs contain a suf- 
struction of machines for the gen- those who want help. ficient number of courses in the 
eration ar transformation of power, Each year, several hundred rep- required areas of English, mathe- 
the design and production of Tle resentatives from companies matics, chemistry, drawing, phys- 
chine tools, and industrial planning throughout Wisconsin and all over ics, economics, history, speech, 
and management. . a 7 : i. ve - aa . the country visit the campus to in- shop, mechanics, you stand a good 

_ The mining engineer searches terview seniors. These companies chance of maintaining pace with 
for and extracts all classes of min- provide literature and other infor- your contemporaries in Madison. 

crals from the earth; the field nat- mation about the opportunities | An excess of credits in music, so- 
urally divides itself _into mining available. The seniors examine this _ ciology, philosophy, will simply 
geology, mining engineering, and material and interview companies mean that your total credits upon 
mincral dressing. that are interesting to them and graduation will exceed the num- 

The metallurgical engineer ex- which have expressed a need for bers spelled out above by virtue 
tracts metals from their ores and people with their particular quali- of courses taken outside of the 
subsequently refines and combines _ fications. If, after the campus inter- rather rigid engineering require- 
metals to produce alloys possess- view, there is mutual interest be- ments. There is not space here to 
ing special properties. tween the company and the stu- — spell out the particular require- 

In the following pages vou will dent, he will very likely receive an ments of each degree program or 
find detailed statements about each invitation to visit the company to some of the allowable course sub- 
of these fields of engineering. further discuss employment possi- stitutions that may be made. Never- 
Many combinations of engineering bilities. In some cases, seniors must theless, it is easy for you to visual- 
and agriculture, commerce, city enter military service after gradua- ize a course in geology being 
planning, light building industry, — tion but some companies will hire useful to a mining or metallurgical 
or law are also possible and pro- these individuals and grant military engineer, and a third course in 
vide unusual opportunities for leave when they are called to — physics being useful to an electri- 
qualified students. Anyone inter- active duty. If the graduate prefers, cal or a mechanical engineer. 
ested should write for a pamphlet — he may use the Placement Office A recent study completed here 

| giving further information about after returning from service. At any showed that the average time re- 
“combined programs in engineer- time after graduation, College of quired to complete a course in 
ing,” and should plan such pro- Engineering alumni can use the engineering is very close to nine 
grams carefully during the first Placement Office if they wish to semesters, This figure was quite 
year at the University. relocate. standard from curriculum to cur- 

Regardless of field, many areas New opportunities are also de- riculum and varied little whether 
of work and a large variety of — veloping in terms of summer em- _ the student spent all of his time on 
duties are common to all engineers, ployment for engineering students the Madison campus or transferred 
For this reason you will find many — while still in college. Even after here after one or two years at Mil- 
courses common to all engineering the freshman year it is sometimes waukee, the State Colleges, or the 
curricula, As in any profession, suc- possible to find summer work in — Extension Centers. Returning then 
cess in engineering demands in- some phase of engineering. In ad- to the typical degree requirement 
tegritvy, industry, perseverance, — dition to making it possible to earn of: 146 to 152 credits, the average 
courtesy, and good personality. In money, the student can gain worth- semester load becomes more like 
addition, interest in and strong — while experience in summer work 16 to 17 credits. This would ap- 
aptitude for mathematics, the sci- and see how engineering theories pear to be a sensible approach to 
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consider when undertaking an en- similarity in the form of the differ- fer, internal combustion engine, 
gineering program. ential equations that result from and machine design laboratories. 

The current favorable career analyses. The analytical phases of  Well-equipped shops are available 
prospects for engineering gradu- engineering are therefore broad for instruction in production proc- 
ates should supply the incentive and not highly restricted by sub- esses. Student chapters of the 
for the additional semester's work ject barriers. American Society of Mechanical 
that is required on the average. Engineers, the Society of Automo- 
The opportunity to effect some Who Should Be Interested in This tive Engineers, and Pi Tau Sigma, 
overall economies by two to four Curriculum? honorary mechanical engineering 
semesters’ st slose a e a F aterni are actively supported 
semesters’ s udy close at home Any student who is interested in fraternity, are actively supy 
where living costs are lower and y : ea by the student body. aRte and summer employment 2 broad and basic education in the ; . 7 . 

pa ‘ emp oy fundamental sciences and who has Qualified students obtaining col- prospects are better should go a : lege training in any branch of engi- long way toward financing the ex enjoyed and has had good success ege training in any branch of eng Eee See | an 8 > ex with his courses in mathematics, neering can look forward to a 
neering students tind to. be Te. physics and chemistry in high challenging and rewarding profes- 
a abi K study of your éreonal school should consider this curricu- sional career. The opportunities for 

sition may stron ly sugeest to wm carefully. This curriculum capable, well-trained en pineers vou hae aii he sin oe ae on of should appeal especially to stu- have never been greater. With the C a = 
¢ OF, r AG >» in- the Extensi Ce ors of the Ste dents who are interested in re- expansion of our economy, the in 

Ne Te ee tes State search, industrial product and creasing complexity of our tech- Colleges. If you do, there is every — SC@™™> wee nin . and. with: ever erester & reason to believe ‘that time will process development, and teaching nology, and with ever greater em- 
Weak Guk the overall wisdom of 2 engineering colleges and univer- phasis placed von research, it 
your selection . : sities, and it will also provide a appears that the dema nd for phe OSS : good background which may be trained Mechanical Engineers will 

used for future development in continue to increase at any unprec- 
Civil Engineering many other areas. edented rate. 

(Continued from page 35) What are the Opportunities Open Mi ° & M iI 

support the floor of a bridge or to ae of me Easiness ining eta urgy building and the size of columns mg mechanics, “Curriculum? (Continued from page 43) 
and abutments neede rs r As previous] eC is curricu- . . . i >utments needed for support. s previ ous y noted, this curricu ing field is called chemical or ex: He will determine the size and lum is designed to prepare engi- oe f locat: helps acr ve Pcs core fa, oe i. . tractive metallurgy. An example o location of the reinforcing bars for neers for graduate work and for : woh ; r Bre 4G . : z an extractive metallurgical opera- concrete structures and how much careers in research, industrial prod- eae : Ps 3 

7 tion is the reduction of iron ore in cement, water, and aggregate to uct and process development, and j . ; : S : . the blast furnace to produce pig use to get maximum strength for teaching in engineering colleges : ar - . i  mctviews wane iron, the pig iron being subse- the most economical cost. With ex- and universities. Publications such quently refined to stecl, The large 
perience he may become a partner as CAREER which list job oppor- eee har: eon : 3 , . spe 2 _ : metal refineries scattered through in the firm or start his own con- tunities indicate special requests i ; : : : ‘ the country all depend upon metal- sulting firm. from such companies as Aerojet- : : . . 2 7 : ; % . ! lurgists for their design and opera- In short, a young man who likes General Engineering Corporation, : : SANE: enmesaet . 2° ; . ae tion, New processes, increasing use mathematics and science, the tools Astronautics Systems, Inc., Bell ; wae ; ‘ : ora: : ; é of low grade ores, new metal re- of all engineering, who has the Aircraft, Chrysler Engineering, : veceapet . ne cae quirements, etc., have all added to imagination for planning, the pre- Chrysler Guided Missiles, Lock- », f ft uae . . 3 . , toed . Tose the scope and importance of the cision for exact design, or the heed Missile Systems, Northrop en kt al ae oat ote : : work done by the extractive metal- strength for construction will find Aircraft, Inc., Ramo-Wooldridge, laeaiete A ten pi . ° Pe cel . urgists. When the extractive metal- many satisfactions and rewards and Space Technology Labora- lursist hag @ leted his iob of vhen he chooses a career in Civil tories. In the Government, oppor- mpi! nas completed Nis job _ 7 cinesrinc. See “ hinities Seti Kia chvones toe . reducing the ore to the metallic 
sngincering. as deus Atomic Eee de Com state, the physical metallureist 

ae Ris ye energy om- takes over to improve the product. . . mission, National Bureau of Stand- . fold . 
Engineering ards, and the Naval Ordinance The alchemists or old were con- 

° Laboratory. stantly striving to change base 
Mechanics ‘ metals to noble metals. Had their 

(Continued from page 39) h I pe paacaiie ae de ed 
: 2 sss spectacular than Mi anaarc nate a Me anica wou e no less sp ' 

The ae ae Sichimeskessslly < . the efforts of the present day physi- ~ ves Snes weatson SIC el a Engineering cal metallurgists who have suc- sults are usually closely related to waded i —_— a he specific proble Ts sthods (Continued from page 41) ceeded in greatly improving the 
the specific problem. The methods mechanical and pliysical properties of the analytical approach are gen- The Department of Mechanical of metals by alloying and special 
eral. For example, problems in Engineering at Wisconsin has ex- satments. “Khe sice etal- : Pp p 8 8 A treatments. The physical meta electronics, fluid mechanics, elas- tensive facilities for undergraduate ig 5; ities in a wide & lurgist finds opportunities in a wide ticity, heat transfer, thermodynam- __ instruction and graduate research, variety of industries. 
ics, and others show remarkable including heat power, heat trans- ‘ THE END 
APRIL, 1960 
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£ li al s our uestton. 

IGH school students have What housing arrangements are cation forms may be obtained from 

many questions concerning available? the Office of Loans and Under- 

requirements and_ activities Housing accommodations for graduate Scholarships, 114 Bascom 

of college life. Following are ques- single students include: Hall, or the appropriate college, 

tions and the respective answers University Residence Halls, In- departmental office, or committee 

pertaining to student life at the — dependent and Cooperative houses, chairman. 

University of Wisconsin. sororities, fraternities, the Univer- lth ROTC m? 
Wici-edoscitonat does th sity YMCA, the Eagle Heights ‘ere on ~ Program? 
U, oo Say oe Wieecueint Wee e apartments for married couples, All ROTC will be voluntary for 

niversity’ OF veIsconsin, Obert and rooms in private homes at least the next two years. One 
Students have the opportunity throughout the residential sections may. select the Army, Navy, or 

to study in almost all major areas of the city. The University Hous- Air Force for basic and advanced 
of endeavor, including the humani- ing Bureau is the clearing center _ training. 

ties, arts, sciences, and social stud- for all student housing information 3 5 
ics. In addition, preprofessional and ig located at 434 Sterling Court. Are; student lagns Svailable? 
and professional opportunities are Loans for educational purposes 
available in engineering, commerce, Does the student have any supervi- in amounts up to $250.00 are made 

teaching, medicine, law, pharmacy, sion in the planning of his courses — for periods of less than a year to | 
and many allied fields. All told, and program? students in good standing, who : 

the University offers over 1,200 Yes, the University operates on have established a satisfactory aca- | 
courses from which to choose, an advisory system whereby each demic record of at least one semes- 

—_ new student is assigned a faculty ter at the University of Wisconsin. 
What are the admission require- 3 : : 

5 adviser. The adviser is expected to sca . 
ments? . : ; What are the possibilities of obtain- 

‘ . help the student in the choice of HA . k? 
The general method of admis- his course and in the selection of ing part-time work? 

sion is by presenting a certificate of a well-balanced program The Student Employment Bu- 
graduation from an accredited high reau is often able to locate some 
school with the recommendation Is there additional counseling service kind of part-time work for those 
of the principal. Sixteen units are available to students? who desire it. Its address is 435 

the i maamen tal requirement, A teaived stall’ ds availible to North Park Street. 

which for engineering must in-  gounsel students regarding per- oo, 
clude four years of math, includ- sonal are sa | & pa Does the University operate any Ex- 
. y i sonal, vocational, or academic . See em 
ing advanced algebra, solid or -oblems. The Student C ling tension Divisions? 
analytic geometry, and trigonom- eerie qa med cr dl eae AT The University of Wisconsin op- ) ALY, Center is located at 740 Langdon . - 
etry. Street erates Extension centers in Sheboy- 

h , gan, Milwaukee, Racine, Wausau, 
Does the University have an official i aah: ani : 

grading quent What provisions do the University Green Bay, Kenosha, Manitowoc, 

. . . - . . provide toward the maintenance Menasha, and Marinette. 
The University of Wisconsin of the health of the student body? | ae 

marks on an_ alphabetical basis The servi £ the Department How are the library facilities? 
with the grade points per credit f Pro ventive M dici vd St There are more than a dozen 

as follows: 4 ae la ailable | u- libraries, the chief among them 

“A” (Excellent) 4 grade points per credit pen — are ‘larly © x a being the Memorial Library and 
: ety , ents who are regularly enrolled in a ‘ atopic: 

“B” (Good) .. 3 grade points per credit aa g » : the Library of the State Historical 
“C” (Bair) 9 grade poi aa: the University of Wisconsin, The ‘ : air) ... 2 grade points per credit a - Society. 
“D” (Poor) ... 1 grade point per credit Student Clinic and Infirmary are we ae 
“FE” (Failure) . 0 grade point per credit located in the West wing of Wis- Are there sororities and fraternities 

5 consin General Hospital. on campus? 
What are the semester fees? There are fifteen sororities and 

In all colleges and schools ex- Are scholarships available for under- thirty-three social fraternities on 
cept Law and Medicine the fees graduate students? campus, with all but one maintain- 
are $110 per semester for a resi- There are many _ scholarships ing resident houses for their mem- 
dent of the state and $300 for a available to deserving students. bers. In addition, there are many 
nonresident. Scholarship information and appli- professional fraternities. E PE Pp 
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Robert Onan, Lee Raymond, Professor Marks. 

The outstanding senior award sics), include the honors received engineering student that they feel 

sponsored by Polygon this year by Raymond thus far. The activi- is outstanding in academics, activ- 
went to Lee R. Raymond of Water- ties he has taken part in are: var- ities, and personal relations, Stu- 

town, South Dakota. Lee is a sity debate (4 years), Wisconsin dents are nominated and_ their 

Chemical Engineer who will grad- Forensic Union, president of Delta names are given to a committee of 

uate in June. Sigma Rho, chairman of Wisconsin two students and two faculty mem- 
Sophomore honors, Mace, Alfred Annual Intercollegiate Forensic bers. The committee reduces the 

Sloan Scholar, Phi Eta Sigma Conference, and secretary and nominees to ten and these are per- 
(freshman honorary ), Phi Lambda president of Alpha Chi Sigma. sonally interviewed and the winner 

Upsilon (chemistry honorary), With all this Lee has been able to is chosen, 
Delta Sigma Rho (forensics honor- ear a 3.57 over-all grade point. The award is one of recognition 

ary), Tau Beta Pi (honorary engi- The Senior Award is given each and is the highest award given to 

neering), and Vilas Medal (foren- year by the Polygon Board to the any engineering student. 
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“YOU DON’T SHOP FOR VALVES 
when you aim to build 

completely reliable equipment like our 

HERSEY METERS” 

err 9 Hersey-Sparling Meter Company, Dedham, Mass. 

Main Office and Plant, Dedham, Mass. ! 

j c . .. ™ a 5 fe 4g ; i A Ca] 

lh . ey! eaueey Y Pi 

a 4 E\ he oe =e eS & fe | | el ey i 

a __ - Hersey Detector-Fire Service Meter, equipped with Jenkins Underwriters’ iron Gate Valve | 
tr : _ _ __ . _ 

for 35 years, Hersey Meters have been equipped with JENKINS VALVES 

Century-old Hersey-Sparling Meter Company the valves as a sure sign that nothing has been 
does everything possible to make good its slo- spared in assuring reliability and low mainte- 
gan — You can't buy a better Water Meter nance costs. Architects, engineers, contractors 
than Hersey. One example is seen in a rule and operating men are bound to respect equip- 
that any part of the meter not made by Hersey _ ment that carries the valves they so often specify 
must be obtained from sources which have to assure trouble-free piping systems. 
Hersey’s own policy of making the Best. For Of course, valves of less quality can be 
valves, Hersey’s standard for quality has been —_ had for a little less money. But it is worth 
JENKINS for 35 years. remembering that Jenkins Valves, so widely 

Hersey-Sparling’s customers, like the buyers known for reliability, cost no more than any 
of any equipment that incorporates valves, see good valves. Jenkins Bros., 100 Park Ave., 
the famous Jenkins DIAMOND trade-mark on — New York 17. 

JE N Kl N S VALVE S <g> MOST TRUSTED TRADE-MARK IN THE VALVE WORLD 
sce F554 
perkins Brg 
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What happens to your career... 
after you join Western Electric? you J ‘ 

| You'll quickly find the answer is growth. The signs of neering. Western Electric maintains its own full-time 
progress — and opportunity —are clear, whether your all-expenses-paid engineering training program. And 
chosen field is engineering or other professional work. our tuition refund plan also helps you move ahead in 
There is the day-to-day challenge that keeps you on your chosen field. 
your toes. There are new products, new areas for activ- h 
S , Becead wee . ener ree Opportunities exist for electrical, mechanical, indus- ity, continuing growth, and progressive programs of tiiol, civil. and chemical engineeré, as well as in the 
research and development. physical sciences. For more information get your copy 

For here telephone science is applied to two major of Consider a Career at Western Electric from your fields — inaitufacture and supply for the Bell Telephone Placement Officer. Or write College Relations, Room ields — manufacture and supply for the Bell Telephone 200D, Western Electric Company, 195 Broadway, New 
System, and the vitally important areas of defense York 7, N. Y. Be sure to arrange for a Western Electric 
communications and missile projects. interview when the Bell System team visits your campus. 

You'll find that Western Electric is career-minded... 
and you-minded! Progress is as rapid as your own indi- : Ll 
vidual skills permit. We estimate that 8,000 supervisory Fjectrc 
jobs will open in the next ten years —the majority to be Sag i 2 
filled by engineers. There will be corresponding oppor- : A 
tunities for career building within research and engi- MANUFACTURING AND supply X27 UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM 

Principal manufacturing locations at Chicago, Ill.; Kearny, N.J.; Baltimore, Md.; Indianapolis, Ind,; Allentown and Laureldale, Pa.: Burlington, Greensboro and Winston-Salem, N. C.; 
Buffalo, N. Y.; North Andover, Mass.; Lincoln and Omaha, Neb.; Kansas City, Mo.; Columbus, Ohio; Oklahoma City, Okla.; Engineering Research Center, Princeton, N. J.; Teletype 
Corp.. Chicago 14, Ill. and Little Rock, Ark. Also W. E. distribution centers in 32 cities and installation headquarters in 16 cities. General headquarters: 195 Broadway, New York 7, N.Y. 
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St. Pat's Chairman George Kerchove presents Beard contest winners, their trophies at the St. Pat’s dance. Left to right are 

George Kuykendall, Bill Hable, Kerchove, and Oscar Dittrich. 
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The winning ASME basketball team smiles after downing the Badger Beauties smile as they judge beards in the annual beard 

ASCE’s defending champions 37-32. Tom Niccum sank 23 growing contest. Nearly seventy contestants responded to the 

points to lead his mates to the well earned victory. Front row: contest held during St. Pat’s week. 
Tom Larson, Tom Wirth, Coach Don Roeber, Dick Paylightner. 

Second row: Ralph Meyer, Kon Zimbric, Bob Over, Niccum 

and Bill Fagerstrom. 
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Jacob Kuykendall, Most Devilish; Wayne Everts, Most Colorful; Harley Bopray, Most Distinguished; Oscar Dittrich, Most 

Lincoln-like; Bjarne Helland, Bushiest; and George Schaeffer, Longest; were winners in the beard contest. Not pictured here is 

Bill Hable, Curliest. 
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Misses Judy Kinder, Lynne Anselman and Sally Trieloff pose after Oscar Dittrich, this years St. Patrick, 

being disqualified for having false beards. Their antics touched off the represented the victorious Civil Engi- 
note of merryment seen throughout this years St. Pat’s activities. neers who won the St. Pat’s contest with 

the largest accumulation of points in all 

events. 
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ry ing of Triangle Fraternity at Illi- because the pins exchanged were 
nois, in 1907, and is attended by valentine hearts. 
both actives and alumni. The Kappa Eta Kappa Founders 

Day Banquet proved to be just 
what the alumni wanted. It was 

. x» RHR ENS jointly sponsored by Delta Chap- 

Sure, we had a Valentine’s day ter of Madison and Theta Chapter 
party, way back in February. That — of the Milwaukee School of Engi- 
was the party where all the fel- neering. One hundred alums, ac- 

TRIANGLE FRATERNITY lows pinned their dates under the tives and honoraries assembled at 
Fifteen members of Triangle auspices of our own chief match- the Black Steer in Milwaukee to 

fraternity made the trip to Evans- maker Don Panzenhagen. The celebrate the birthday of the fra- 
ton for the annual Triangle basket- matches were not lasting however ternity. Those present were enter- 

ball tournament on April 8 and 9. 

The games against the other Tri- : . 
angle Chapters and the dance on 
Saturday night were the highlights oe : 
of April. Tom Niccum led Wiscon- ' Ps 
sin’s Triangle team in the basket- = ‘ _— 
ball games which were played in ( Ve Bc : —— 
the morning and afternoon in Pk” xR a y | = 
Northwestern’s Patton gymnasium. Pe. Qe? | p< _. 
The dance and other contests were 3 vA | By oe yy? 
held in the Merchandise Mart, in es oi : / | ae - 
Chicago. Miss Sandy Sabish, pin- " ? a | boll 3 
mate of Jim Schwefel, was the Wis- : ‘ | bd Tr 
consin chapters contestant, in the c - | ( 

annual Triangle sweetheart contest. a a 
Wisconsin gave its traditional good A d — a7 ‘ 
showing in the chug-a-lug contest a . <>) ah. 
held on Saturday night. / ea og | 

Bill Fagerstrom, Don Roeber, = | 
and Al Folkman are among the 4 a 
Triangles who enjoy shaving again. —~ sms a 
They reluctantly shaved _ their . af ™ as ie in 
beards and sideburns after the St. wy SS ™ é o eee ne (es 
Pat’s day festivities. Its hard to P PE feat / ae 
recognize the new faces. * ; ‘ Vy ae i ; ae 

Easter vacation took much of 6 a ps : 1 
April, but that did not stop plans 4 — —  g inn 
from being completed for the . . eT — eT a Founders Day Banquet. The ban- Tame of St Pats eden thi scene fom Teangle Fatty pro, Fat 
quet, given by every chapter in the unlikely position of song leader as Howie Nitskowski, Sue Vanderhey and Dave Cavil 
spring, commemorates the found- join the singing. 
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tained with a talk on the various The meeting consisted of short New officers of the Society are: aspects of hi-fi spiced by the hu- business meeting and a lecture on — Donald Graff, president; John merous delivery of Dr, Greiner of the Ford Falcon. This was then Crane, vice-president; Fay Kell, our own Electrical Engineering followed by free refreshments and secretary; Garrett Neilsen, treas- Department. The audience was a question and answer period. urer, and Peter Van Horne, Poly- kept in a gay state of mind by the Ford’s representative, Mr. Pren- 00 board _ representative. Oscar quips of Master of Ceremonies SECHEE GEUA 4 JAbhire which. evs Dittrich was elected to represent B. Miller also of Electrical FE dergast, gave a lecture which ex : I J. - Miller also o ectrica n- plained how the attributes of the St. Pat for the society. 
gineering. It was tentatively de- Fale Ge 6 ine j ‘ Meeting dates and subjects for , Falcon were combined with the 8 ) ) cided to make the banquet an an- general process used to design a the remaining meetings are: 
ae affair a 1h afi to Heap the new automobile. He also told of April 13—United States Steel a oie ae ed aeons - some of the problems which were Bridge movie. Spri s here a a c ‘ encountered and how they were i]s Sees + cars well under way. KHK has a fine lve, (nu Geiciale evan (ue Pau April 27—Election of officers. ne f-pledges this semester: ‘The solved, One example was the fact May 11—Picnic. 
crew OF pledges this en orant that two holes did not line up, and ° two rushing smokers were a great a huge’suni of money was required 
success in acquainting Electrical to remedy the sroblem. a FOR THE EE’S 
Engineers with the advantages of oe I : 7 ; been TB The measurement of complex fraternity life. The pledges of the : foe 5 Spring Semester are: De Wavyiie A.S.C.E. electrical activity in the brain by a 

Surguy, Ed Sodowski, Jeff Dunn, At a recent meeting of the stu- salves - ne peur Daniel Jorgenson, Robert Dixon, dent chapter of the A.S.C.E., Dr. fie of how we are able to eee 5, Richard Mading, Jim Maynard, Amo T. Lenz spoke on the Bureau nibs minor differences in cha seh 
Richard Cary, Howard Abraham, of Reclamation. His talk was illus- of - sound — I 
Ken Oestreich, Ralph Noffke, Fred trated with slides showing projects a gy Ree 7 aro fes Pospeschil, Les Broderson and of the Bureau throughout the West. Dr. Joseph E. Hind, UW protes- Dick Goreal. They will no doubt At another meeting, Mr. Lyman °°" of physiology, Is measuring the 
keep the actives alert during this Wood of Forest Products Labora- electrical activity of single cells in 
Semester. tory gave an illustrated talk on tvs a o — ea get tar oe SE Sere “ > icroelectrodes, Dr. Hind is able SALE. Structural Applications of Wood. microerecmrones ; . = wai . ‘ Beocye to record the response of brain The February meeting of the Mr. Wood’s slides showed methods . ee . Sait : : : a : : cells to sounds stimuli received by Society of Automotive Engineers of timber testing and timber con- the ear 
was held at the Memorial Union. struction projects. a . ‘ . pre The UW Neurophysiology 

Group, of which Dr. Hind is a 
bid member, has done considerable 

; work on the localization of activity 
ee & on the brain’s surface. In working 
- with hearing, the activity of cells 

ec stimulated by varying frequencies 
bd of sound is localized on different 

5 : portions of the auditory cortex, 
y that part of the brain concerned 

; with the reception of information 
from the ear. 

be | : o rT] This localization is only relative 
ba CLA iM te ; for there is activity over a wide 

os i, | i rT area of the auditory cortex. How- 
"es f it 4 ie ever, maximum activity is limited 

tl FI 7 oO- 1 to a small area, the location o 
: ATELY 4 4 ie ’ id A “ws which varies with the frequency of 

aA ‘ ro rh — sound. 
; | Ge ‘ y i 3 The mechanical properties of the 
oo. | 6 , oo ' fc - J cochlea, that part of the ear re- 

a r 7: “ : a sponsible for converting sound A , — D g - wy. F 4 oA a vibrations into electrical changes, : , @ A f | g - 2 - y : 2 oe are such that it is only able to 
- Pd 2 w Ea " 4 4 & make a rough analysis of the 4 | : il 8 ; “ | | : Z = | ‘ sounds received by the ear, The 

a ES 2 = ee auditory nervous system is able to 
— sharpen this analysis in some man- 

Dennis Cook fires a shot as Ron Zimbric, Dick Bautche, Pete Johnson, Tom Wirth ner not completely understood. and Tom Niccum wait for the rebound. In the right foreground Todd Cayon and » natterme cf roe ca oof Ks Bob Over vie for position. The ASME team defeated the ASCE’s to take the society — patte ms of response of the basketball tournament championship. An all star team of engineers downed the rain cells may be the clue to lawyers 52-46 with Tom Wirth’s 31 points leading the way. (Continued on page 58) 
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{ Every time a space traveler leaves home (earth), he has to wrap himself in 

i‘ eM — the complete environment necessary to his physiological and psychological 

_ “a x W..~— well-being. Styling sealed space capsules to suit man’s every requirement 
‘ > 9 : 

ns i has been a major project at Douglas for more than ten years. Forty basic 

‘ : ol human factors areas were explored in these studies. Now Douglas engineers 

:  f have evolved plans for practical space ships, space stations and moon 

: stations in which men can live and work with security thousands of miles 

c a a from their home planet. We are seeking qualified engineers and scientists 

i & who can aid us in furthering these and other out-of-this-world but very down- 

y ie ee ah to-earth projects. Write C. C. LaVene Box P-600, Douglas Aircraft Company, 

yr east a fi We = Santa Monica, California. 

Lees ae : =a Dr. Eugene Konecci, Head, Life Sciences Section, reviews a new concept 

bor - ee=mery in space cabin design with Arthur E. Raymond, DOUGLAS 

at AM Senior Engineering Vice President of 

MISSILE AND SPACE SYSTEMS Ml MILITARY AIRCRAFT Ill DC-8 JETLINERS Ill CARGO TRANSPORTS Ill AIRCOMB® Ill GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT 
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Looking fot a ¢ 

LOOK TO DU PONT! 

Today is a time of rapid growth and expansion at 

Du Pont. Development activities are being accel- 

erated, and new processes are being installed at 

plants new, old and under construction. 

This creates need for technical graduates: chemists 

(all specialties), physicists, mathematicians; engi- 

neers of almost every specialty—chemical, mechan- 

ical, industrial, electrical, metallurgical. 

LOCATIONS: Eastern half of U. S. primarily 

REQUIREMENTS: Recent Bachelor’s, Master’s or 

Doctor’s degree 

Write to... 

2420-4 Nemours Building 

E, I. du Pont de Nemours & Company (Inc.) 

Wilmington 98, Delaware 

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING ..» THROUGH CHEMISTRY 
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( O by Larry Cepek ce’61 

sealed in a metal capsule and lifted etc., will be found in the basic 
Ce > by balloon to 102,000 feet to spend —_ volume (720 pages—$20.00). 

Sa — pay se ey a = The index also includes a report 
rom the Te ak abi BD ie SAEs summarizing the location of asso- 

to record his va ua le eXPEMENCES: ciation headquarters. The survey 
LOOKING OUT INTO SPACE To research this book Roy cal shows that one-half of all national 

lant traveled by bus, car, bomber anigation’ ar ered 4% Tod: . pilot is the weakes » Car, organizations are headquartered in Today the pilot is the weakest and jet fighter plane and inter- thee ies ‘New a (1921) 
link in man’s attempts to journey ore ws Panels Jes tenon ca > cues, New ved : : : viewed the Air Force's leading re- Washington, D.C (869), and Chi- 
farther into space and faster canrch ecienticte ae : 4 BPO, tasks U)s 2 _ ieeaels Abe aie t1 . search scientists. Other books by cago (609). 
eee a. al “ Hee i Prer Roy Gallant include “Exploring Other thrss<cancentratl fas 
pared for the physical punishment Chemistry.” “Exploring Mars,” and anh arge concentrations of as- 
of high altitude and_ faster-than- “Exploring the Universe.” “Man's sociations are in Philadelphia 
sound flying. Mentally he has to a aa?” tg : (250), Los Angeles (75), Cleve- ’ : ” Reach Into Space” is published by : 
learn to cope with this new world ae 5 | amin land (74), Boston (72), Pittsburgh . . Garden City Books, and contains Q 
—a world where he feels cut off Te ceusttnne | . (57), Detroit (53), Columbus 

. we . : illustrations by Lee J. Ames. If . : j 
from life and all its common sights ne raid ces a (51), St. Louis (50), Minneapolis 

‘ interested in purchasing write . 
and sounds, and where the im- , . . (44), San Francsico (44), Kansas : to Doubleday and Company, : : oon 
measurable loneliness can produce Inc. 575 Madison Avenue, New City (42), Indianapolis (37), Den- 
frightening hallucinations and dis- York 99 N. Y : — ver (31), Evanston (29), Atlanta 
tortions of the mind. In “Man’s _—" (24), Ann Arbor (17), and Hono- 

ac Space” y Galla as ] , Re ach Into Space” Roy Gallant has ENCYCLOPEDIA OF AMERICAN ulu (7) 
written of the problems and the ASSOCIATIONS GEOGRAPHIC 
great advances that have been INDEX NEW BOOK FOR BRIDGE 
made in space travel. He also gives Gal PLAYERS 
a lanwene ¢ ee ale Research Company, 34th Floor, Book « 

fascinating en ant the ot Tower, Detroit 26, Mich. Common Sense Bridge” by Abe 

eating ane “ ft and ro tae, mn 174 pages. $15.00 Goldstein is a brand new book that 
ea Sof” aurerart nae alin ted A new Geographic Index, lists Plainly shows and unequivocally 
eight ° T eaaedls ae uMirmarred by state and city, all national asso- _ states that it will make you a bet- 
NCIENES, ANG. Speeds. ciations, professional societies labor ter bridge player. This book is 

In Paris, in the year 1875, three unions, and other non-profit organ- aimed primarily at the intermediate 
explorers in the balloon Zenith izations listed in the basic volume, player but the content is such that 
ventured higher into the atmos- Encyclopedia of American Associa- any player will derive some bene- 
phere than any men before them tions, (arranged by subject). fit from the thorough explanations 
—28,000 feet, Poorly equipped for Each listing in the new index of the principles of the game. 
their adventure, they overstepped includes the name and address of Mr. Goldstein says, “there are 
the first of the boundaries that the association, as well as name twelve plateaus in the bridge 
separate man from space, and they and title of the chief official, Fur- world. The beginner and the nov- 
died from oxygen. starvation, Less ther details concerning member- ice occupy twelve, eleven, and ten. ‘han WHE hundred years later in ship, history, activities, publica- The intermediate, who has mas- 
1957 an Air Force Colonel was tions, committees, conventions, tered the point count and_ the 
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standard method of bidding, but known by acronym than by their in photomicrography. Another sec- 

plays his cards like a novice, occu- official title. For example: CARE tion probes into filters and_ their 
pies the ninth plateau. Numbers (Cooperative for American Remit- use in connection with various 
eight and seven are those players tances to Everywhere), DEW light sources, specimen types and 

fashion” This book, thenis de. (Distant Early Waring), JEEP objectives. 
signed to help numbers, nine, eight, A del walled MUTE? Uililiees Fra available through many Kodak 
and seven primarily, It does not Sis Tactien| Truck) . y dea ers, t he booklet is priced at 50 

guarantee that after reading you oS . cents. The booklet may be also 
will become an expert, but it does Examples of other acronyms in- ordered directly from Sales Service 

assert that your bidding will show clude WAC, NAM, CIO, GOP, Division, Eastman Kodak Com- 
a marked improvement. If you MIT, NEA, OGPU, NAZI, RA- pany, Rochester 4, New York, for 

agree with the author that bidding DAR, UNICEF, MAMIE, MAN- 50 cents plus 10 cents for handling. 
is 60 per cent of the game, then IAC, MOBOT, ECHO, FIDO, 
you will very definitely become a MAFIA, ROTC, MOBIDIC, RA- DIRECTORY OF UNIVERSITY 
better player. MAC, UNIVAC, IBM, HELIOS, RESEARCH BUREAUS AND 

Opening suit bids, no trump; YMCA, GNP, F&AM, IOOF, INSTITUTES 
bidding, competitive bids, pre- USAR, USN, SAC. An editorial in- Gale R h 
emptive bidding, and the art of de- troduction preceding the individ- are ere eempeny Bee Book 
fense are a few of the many sec- ual listings traces the origin, his- 208. pages. $20.00 . 
tions devoted to all types of play. torical development and current 5 .o. 
This thorough new book also con- status of acronym usage. Director of University Research 
tains a chapter on manners at the Bureaus and Institutes is a refer- 
bridge table which are so often . ence guide to university research 
overlooked by the average player. NEW “HOW TO” BOOKLET ON bureaus, institutes, centers, experi- 
It contains 80 pages with illustra- PHOTOMICROGRAPHY ISSUED ment stations, laboratories, etc., set 
tions of many different types of BY EASTMAN KODAK up on a permanent basis and carry- 

| hands used in the various bids, is COMPANY ing on a continuing program of re- 
paperbound and sells for $1.50. A new “how-to” book. “Photo- search in specialized fields. 

You may order directly from the micrography of Metals,” a_refer- The book contains 1500 listings 
publisher, ArEO Publishing Com- ence guide for metallurgists, has in 250 fields including; business 
pany, 480 Lexington Avenue, New been published by Eastm: K dak lati sducati - entriinmeitine: 
York 17 N.Y. pubushe v astman oda: popu ation, ed ucation, engineering, 

2 . ; Company. public administration, electronics, 
oe ran ia is Cems The 46-page data book may also Slavic studies, tropical meteorol 

Bridge League, has combined years serve as a short course in photo- ®8Y: oe 7aYS, Felon et i 
of experience as a player with micropgraphy for those metallurig- om Be > insect pathology, 101k 

‘oko interes 5 ane eaqayl Jot. ore, Russian studies, explosives 
good, sound explanations of some 18S interested in reviewing the lat labor relations. comm i ; 
of the more intricate problems of  &st techniques in this field. In addi- a er we oats fend cient plan- 
this intriguing game. With an ap- tion, Kodak points out that the nine, aerome ‘ied i wie hysteal fr 
plication of these “common sense” booklet should prove a valuable — V'7onment, judicial administration, 

explanations you are well on your addition to metal industry tech- ete. 
way to becoming a much improved nical Libraries as well as serving Each listing includes the follow- 
player. as a supplemental text for college- ing data: 

level metallurgy students. (1) Official name of bureau or 
ACRONYMS DICTIONARY It is illustrated with photo- institute, 

graphs, charts 2 sraphs. Writte 
Gale Research Company, 34th Floor, Book, E ate insta Tid ae (2) Address. 

ower Delrett 6 an contains six major sections which (3) Name of sponsoring college 
peat a include detailed information on the or university, 

Acronyms Dictionary is a guide metallographic microscope, illumi- (4) Name and title of director. 
to alphabetic designations for as- nation, filters in metallography, (5) Year founded 

sociations, societies, non-profit or- photographic materials, exposure ‘ _ . ; 
ganizations, international organiza- determination, and processing and (6) Size of professional staff 
tions, government agencies, United neintng and non-professional staff. 
Nations agencies, business firms, p 8 (7) Titleand frequency of issue 
colleges and universities, aerospace The profits of metallography are f ° a : eee ° Issue 
and electronic equipment and discussed at length, including spe- OF Serial. publications, 

terms, transport facilities, military cific suggestions and recommenda- (8) Description of research pro- 
terms and general terms. tions for matching proper equip- gram and activities. 

The wide use of the acronym to- ment to various applications. Prac- (9) List of professional meet- 
day is pointed out by the more tical information is given on deter- ings, special programs and 

than 12,000 listings in the book. ining exposures for both black- seminars. 
Some organizations are better — and-white and color materials used THE END 
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(Continued from page 53) ages as small as one ten-millionth movement of the electrode can 

understanding how the auditory of a volt. Sensitive electronic cause a large change in the voltage 

nervous system sharpens the anal- equipment is used to accurately recorded. Careful manipulations 

ysis received from the ear. Dr. measure and record these small and special equipment are neces- 

Hind said that it is naive to think voltages. sary to minimize this problem. 

of cells in the brain simply re- Special attention also must be THE END 

sponding or not responding to a paid to interference from outside 
stimulus. Rather, the response is sources. At these low voltages even 

usually in complex patterns and Jocal radio and television stations 
varies from cell to cell. are a considerable source of inter- me 

For example, some cells produce ference, not to mention the myriads De 

nerve impulses at a certain rate of electrical devices in the building | tom, | 

with no stimulation and may in- that create disturbances of varying LO ee la 

crease the rate for one stimulus. kinds. ne es 

This may be compared with excita- To avoid the outside interfer- Py : ae 

tion, The rate may decrease for an- ence, the cat being measured is ) a 

other stimulus and this can be lik- located in a room that is com- , 4 Au 

ened to inhibition. The inhibition pletely surrounded by copper " ei 

may be so great as to prevent any screen, This serves as a shield to P| 

response at all. intercept the unwanted electrical Sy 

This combination of excitatory signals. 4 

and inhibitory responses may allow But not all of the technical prob- ‘i . 4 

some cells to respond to a particu- lems are solved, for the UW re- be 

lar frequency while suppressing the searchers have to contend with the MA 

response of neighboring cells. movement of the micro-electrode 

Dr. Hind, who was trained as an itself. Since measurements are be- 

electrical engineer, finds that this ing made in the vicinity of a single 

training stands him in good stead cell, some one-thousandth of an 4 portraiture of Jacob Kuykendall, this 

for this work. He is measuring volt- inch in diameter, a very minute year’s most devilish beard. 

‘ i aa IY 

Learn how to build the new Ga aay 

Asphalt pavements ame a aac no 

If you’re going into Civil Engineering, it will pay i ee 

you to keep a close eye on Asphalt design devel- 

opments. L : 
Ch paar ames 

Here, for example, is the latest from Oklahoma i : 

... one of the new, DEEP-STRENGTH Asphalt | aoe 

pavements the state is using on Interstate 40. ¥ = SPT OLy RAR 

This one is outstanding because its base is 8 inches 2 ay Be ee 
of hot-mixed—hot-laid sand-Asphalt . . . no coarse oe 

Why 8 inches? Why not 6 or 10? What did engi- So 
neers do to insure good drainage? What factors Pe 

set the design? ™ [Se 
The Asphalt Institute answers questions like i SS axe 

these . . . keeps you abreast of all the latest in the ss : 

design of Asphalt Highways, the most durable Ribbons of velvet smooth ness... Seaesiiee’ 

and economical pavements known. Would you ASPHALT-paved Interstate Highways galas 

like our new booklet, “Advanced Design Criteria 

for Asphalt Pavements’’, or our “Thickness De- THE ASPHALT INSTITUTE 

sign Manual”? Write us. Asphalt Institute Building, College Park, Maryland 
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l/ aN NVA The word space commonly represents the outer, airless regions of the universe. AL NN GN But there is quite another kind of “space” close at hand, a kind that will always 
G fy \ challenge the genius of man. =, J Hy “<X 

mas 7 rst \\ This space can easily be measured. It is the s ace-dimension of cities and the 
: y t. P y Pi as / 3 \ distance between them... the kind of space found between mainland and off- = 4 i \y shore oil rig, between a tiny, otherwise inaccessible clearing and its supply é | ~'(F i ==” base, between the site of a mountain crash and a waiting ambulance—above all, NW “TB\- = Sikorsky is concerned with the precious “‘spaceway” that currently exists be- 

a & = : - tween all earthbound places. 

Fe ar Our engineering efforts are directed toward a variety of VTOL and STOL 
~ aircraft configurations. Among earlier Sikorsky designs are some of the most 

versatile airborne vehicles now in existence; on our boards today are the ve- 
hicles that can prove to be tomorrow’s most versatile means of transportation. 

Here, then, is a space age challenge to be met with the finest and most practical 
engineering talent. Here, perhaps, is the kind of challenge you can meet, 

| KO RS KY For information about careers with us, please ad- 
= dress Mr. Richard L. Auten, Personnel Department. 

=) AIRCRAFT 
One of the Divisions of United Aircraft Corporation 

STRATFORD, CONNECTICUT 
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HOW STABILITY 
WILL BE RESTORED 

of _ years, to meet the problem of three color light filter, each section 

TO PISA’S LEANING 
TOWER modern housing 

for workers, 
at of which lets into the camera only 

rentals which are low. The cast- light of its own color, the film may 

October, 1928 iron house has a concrete f a. be used with any of the usual ama- 
7 : . | iron house has a concrete 

founda pe Tse. Vi ) : 

HE engineers 
of the F Tancols tion, timber doors, steel frame, teur movie cameras. 

When used in 

Cementation 
Company, 

which cast-iron 
outer plater, an inner the projector, 

the film acts upon 

is to undertake 
the | work of Shell of fibre board four and a half the white light passing through it 

strengthening 
the foundation 

of the inches inside the cast-iron, 
an out- mn such a manner as to separate 

it 

Leaning 
Tower of Pisa, will first ide finish of cement and pebble into three components 

of proper 

prepare the ground and_ subsoil side finish oF cement ane peddle intensity 
and direction 

which, after 
e . te = dash, a tile roof, and brick chim- sca a _. . 

some 50 vards away from the pres- ; 2 ane passing through the lens and color 

ent foundations 
of the tower to Mey» After the foundation 

a8 “CON filter, recombine 
on the screen to 

test. the resistance 
of the soil, structed, 

it is said that the rest of produce 
a naturally 

colored  pic- 

which is partly mixed with moving the house can be “turned out” in ture, The simplicity 
of the under- 

sand, gravel, and running water. two weeks and that the only men lying principle 
is the most signifi- 

The process to be used consists of needed for the job are two labor- cant fact about this new answer to 

certain chemical 
applications, 

fol- ers, one “fixer,” and two tilers. A the problem 
of color movies. 

lowed by injections 
of specially 

cast-iron house of six rooms and 

prepared 
cement. 

bath is reputed to cost about REJUVENATING 
TUNGSTEN 

BULBS 

It is said that, in the course of $2,600. 
the last 50 or 100 years, the famous 

May, 1929 

tower has rather accentuated 
its COLOR MOTION 

PICTURE 
The blackening 

of high intensity 

inclination, 
and it is now supposed 

tungsten electric lamps, caused by 

to be moving slightly at the rate 1928 the depositing 
on cooler parts of 

of one millimeter 
(0.039 inches ) A black and white film that pro- the bulb of tungsten 

volatilized 

per year. According 
to this esti- duces color movies is one of the from the filament, 

can now be re- 

mate, it would take at least 200 latest developments 
in  photog- 

moved by a practical 
methed re- 

years for the tower to fall outside raphy. This is accomplished 
by cently announced 

by the Lamp 

of the perpendicular, 
One precau- using instead of the usual smooth | Development 

Laboratory 
of the 

tion which has been suggested 
is surface film, a film embossed 

with General Electric Company, 
and 

to drain thoroughly 
a large area minute cylindrical 

lenses which — now being incorporated 
in all high 

within hundreds 
of yards of the break up the light entering the intensity lamps produced 

by that 

tower and the cathedral 
of all camera into its various components 

company. 
The new deposit re- 

water, and to prevent any further which are suitably recorded 
on the mover consists of a small amount 

possible 
infiltrations 

of moisture, 
light sensitive 

emulsion 
according 

of powdered 
tungsten, 

a_ table- 

which makes the foundation 
soft to their intensities 

in black and — spoonful in most cases, which is 

and causes them to slowly yield. white. Based upon this radically 
placed inside the bulb before it is 

new and simple principle, 
a film is sealed, By removing 

the blackened 
CAST-IRON 

HOUSES FOR ENGLAND 
being offered to the amateur 

pho- lamp from its socket and shaking 
tographer. 

It has been developed 
it, this coarse tungsten 

powder 

November, 
1928 in’ the Eastman Kodak Research 

sweeps off the eoalice of eageen 
Cast-iron 

houses are one of the Laboratories 
and is embossed 

with on the glass, and restores the lamp 

most recent novelties 
devised in 559 cylindrical 

lenses to the inch to its original efficiency, 
as good as 

England in the effort, which has running length-wise 
of the film. new. The deposit of tungsten-soot 

now been going on for a number — When used in conjunction 
with a on the glass becomes so high that 
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it undergoes devitrification and the gridclock, and also of the class it is hollow and constructed of deformation. So this new method bell mechanism. It consists of a aluminum. It is attached to the for removing this deposit will in- Seth Thomas clock which makes rear of the boat so that it swings crease greatly the life and useful- electrical contact every half sec- ona vertical axis, A boat with this 
ness of tungsten lamps, both in ond. The current, when contact is attachment starts as an ordinary 
length of service and in efficiency made, operates a relay much like displacement boat, but after reach- 
while in use. the escapement in the clock, which — ing 20 miles per hour, the tail is 

in turn operates two gears, one depressed. On gaining speed, the 
aking a re i ery ten sec- at skates over the water 20- 

PROFESSOR ROARK BAGS LION ON making a revolution every ten sec boat skates over the water, theo 
onds and the other every five min- retically resting on the bow and AFRICAN TRIP Ete : re C 1997 utes. By means of projections on the depressed tail instead of push- 
these gears, the signal bell is rung ing uphill as other boats do at high 

Prof. R. J. Roark of the mechan- once every five minutes and two- speeds. This gives far greater speed ics department and Dr. G. S$, Bryan ring warning is given ten seconds as the propeller is more efficient 
of the botany department are back before each ringing. The men — when it pushes horizontally. 
from their trip to the extinct vol- working with the clock are very 
cano, Norongoro, in eastern Africa. well satisfied with it and are rather pw bc se se . ag HA—ITS BE NIN’ Chief among their trophies is the proud that it is a product of the w i GINNING 
head of a great lion in whose pur- Engineering building, both in de- 1917 

suit they found the greatest thrill sign and in construction, Various improvements during the of the trip. The beast measured i ¢ oh . ten feet, six inches f the tip of past few months have made the 
cD Teel, SPtanches 4rom eo ADO HOLLAND TUBE OPENED radio station at Science Hall, one his nose to the end of his tail. £ the best known and Se While hunting on the Seringeti 1927 of the best nown and most com- 
lai th 5 man heard he — a . plete stations of its kind in the 
Prams oe men “care the roar ox a At midnight, Saturday, Novem- country. With favorable weather lion close by. Rather than wait , Bee Lo ; eae ber 12, the Holland Vehicular tun- conditions, nightly communication until nightfall to get the beast : : " aa “ : when it would come to one of the nel under the Hudson River was is maintained between a_ great 

y me eo One OF Ee opened for traffic. It is a 9,250 foot number of stations within a radius water holes, they set out in pursuit, % 1 ons 4 . “Tac a ? : forty-eight million dollar tunnel of one thousand miles. At the Firing both of their guns when e ae ; . : e ° e. . which has been under construction present time, the most extreme they spied their prey, the hunters : : . Ve aed . rr were rather sufprised t6 see the for seven years and which connects cities. with which communication 
were Tather Surprised to see the New York and Jersey City. The has been held are Tampa, Florida, lion turn and flee instead of attack : : i | Baie A safety and success of the tunnel and Lewiston, Montana. The Sci- them. They stalked it by the blood oe : ie nas . eh ° : depend principally upon its venti- ence Hall station, together with traces on the ground for quite : ve tgek ne HERA nn . . . 5 lation and lighting. To insure a _ stations at Los Angeles, Denver, aways when suddenly, without i ‘ re Fct tran. Z . 28s op continued power supply, there are and Albany, form the first. trans- warning, the lion pounced from the es 2. : nT wales af. "ad bushes ten £88 away: ‘but ‘before three circuits on each side of the continental relay of amateur  sta- 

BOSS alt TESS away. rue perfor’ river at about 13,800 volts, three tions and would doubtlessly be he could spring, Professor Roark - > : : FaBNE 4 ne ; phase, 60 cycles. There are 42 taken over by the government in shot, the bullet piercing the beast’s blawia® fans x . 1 vase of war throat plowing fans run by motors total- case oF war, 
Trekking almost 500 miles f ing more than 6,000 horsepower. 

7 SB almost mies: trom About 250 kilowatts are required the coast of Africa by rail, motor, P ae STEAM GENERATED FROM HIGH aad fae AW aoc oy db to light the tunnel itself and 150 VOLTAGE CURRENT 
hel on font of. fifty-five Ata ey kilowatts more to light the ap- reir safari o y-five rican proaches. 1929 
natives, the men reached the crater . ish Insti f Ind region. The specimens were col- The Swedish ee ° / ‘a uss 
lected on the trip for the univer- FASTER MOTOR BOATS trial and Engineering esearen 1s 

sity. 1928 carrying out e xperime nts in gener. 

, . ating steam from high-voltage clec- 
The world’s speed record for trie current (50,000 to 80,000 

AUTOMATIC CLOCK INSTALLED IN motor boats is 90.56 miles per hour. volts). Lf successful, the great sur- 
STEAM AND GAS LABORATORY This was attained only by crowd- plus energy of the waterfalls of 

1997 ing the record holder with four 450 Sweden could in this way be util- 
horsepower engines, and eliminat- ized to advantage, A tension higher 

A clockwork mechanism has ing all load except two people. than 30,000 volts cannot be used by 
been installed in Prof. G. C. Wil- Other boats capable of carrying a the electric boilers in present use, 
son’s. office which automatically number of passengers have hitherto but this method of generating 
rings the bells for readings on the been able to make only 45 to 50 steam will become remarkably 
engine tests made in the Steam miles per hour. A new device has cheap if the costly transformation 
and Gas Laboratory. It eliminates been recently perfected in New from transformation-line voltage 
the old “pipe and gong” with York which, when attached under can be avoided. Industries which 
which junior and senior engineers the stern of a power boat, gives a are very large consumers of steam, 
have been working up to this time. great increase of speed while car- such as the pulp mills, would bene- 
The mechanism was designed and rying a heavy load. This new de- fit by this arrangement. 
built by Mr. Romare, builder of vice resembles the tail of a whale; THE END 
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; . ; differential of 25 degrees C with a more than doubles in strength 

Science Highlights heat load of more fas 17 Btu’s per ~— when _ subjected to a hydrostatic 
(Continued from page 21) hour. To supplement the heat re- pressure of 400,000 psi. . 

critical requirements when consid- jection capacity of the module, air Above 500,000 psi, experimental 

ering the electronic control or or liquid cooling can be applied to techniques differ from those at 

guidance equipment of new. air- the “hot” side of the thermoelectric lower pressures because nearly all 

craft and proposed unmanned cooler. The exact amount and type — fluid materials become solid. For 

vehicles. Out of necessity, compo- of this cooling will affect the heat — example, at room temperature 

nent parts have been miniaturized pumping capacity and ultimate water solidifies at 140,000 psi, mer- 

along with their associated cir- temperature of the cold surface cury at 180,000 psi, and nitrogen 

cuitry to meet these requirements. temperature of the module. In gen- _ at _ 400,000 psi. In studying mate- 

However, the use of these com- eral, the modules require power at rials at very high pressures, the 

pact designs can present major high input currents and at low _ pressure-transmitting media now 

heat dissipation problems, Cooling voltage. The current must be sup- used are solids that have low shear 

of electronic equipment by present plied from a d-c source or a filtered strength, such as indium, lead, tin, 

techniques is complicated by the _ rectifier output. silver chloride, talc, or pyrophyl- 

nonuniform distribution of heat In addition to providing the in- lite. 

generated by certain components. herent advantage of thermoelectric In the high-pressure program, 

The resulting “hot-spots” cause a cooling—compactness with no mov- effort will be directed toward the 

severe heat rise in the component, ing parts—the unique modular con- extension to higher pressures of 

and effectively derate the total — struction of these new spot coolers those techniques that are now used 

equipment and limit its maximum permits a wide range of flexibility to generate and measure pressures 

operating temperature. in application. This means, in below 200,000 psi. These pressures 

Heat dissipating devices using | Many cases, that electronic equip- can now be measured by dead- 

ambient air improve the heat trans- | ment need not be redesigned to weight-loaded pistons that are not 

fer from the critical components, | accommodate the thermoelectric packed to prevent pressure fluid 

but these techniques can only limit devices. from leaking. Instead, the clearance 

the temperature rise of the compo- between piston and cylinder is 

nents above ambient temperatures. ade so small that leakage is kept 

They cannok cool the component HIGH-PRESSURE STANDARDS PRO- Oaths eer Me Gobo Be 
. GRAM EXPANDED AT THE a: . Pp 

below ambient temperatures. NATIONAL BUREAU OF month. This type of apparatus may 

Thermoelectric cooling, on the STANDARDS be found usable, with a fluid pres- 

other hand, provides a lower local sure medium, at pressures as high 

temperature environment for elec- The National Bureau of Stand- as 350,000 or 400,000 psi. 

tronic components. As a result, the ards has expanded its pressure The program will include at- 

probability of carly component standards program to include de- tempts to furnish more precisely 

failure due to “hot-spots” can be velopment of improved standards determined basic information. For 

significantly reduced, and equip- and techniques for measuring very measurements of pressures above 

ment can be operated in higher high pressures. Changes in the 200,000 psi, scientists now refer to 

ambient temperatures with greater properties of materials will be approximately known pressures at 

reliability. studied to provide more precisely which there are changes in phase, 

The Westinghouse thermoelec- determined calibration points on volume, or electrical resistance of 

tric cooling modules are rugged the pressure scale, and techniques certain materials, The resistance of 

and operate with no moving parts, for measuring high pressure will bismuth, for example, changes 

so they can be mounted in any be investigated. abruptly at 365,000, 385,000, and 

position, For example, by proper High pressures offer great prom- 1,700,000 psi of thallium at 630,- 

orientation, a number of the mod- ise in treating new materials to 000, and of barium at 1,100,000 

ules could be constructed to form meet some of the most severe mili- psi. Because these values were ob- 

the walls of a “box,” providing a tary and industrial requirements. tained with different types of appa- 

compact space cooler for electronic For example, high pressures cause yatus at widely different times, 

apparatus. Through use of a vari- chemical changes that form new there may be inconsistencies be- 

ety of specially designed mounting compounds such as polyethylene tween them. 

fixtures, the modules can accommo- and boron nitride, and crystalline Various transitions will be 

date one or a number of electronic changes such as occur when graph- studied by use of the Bureau's tet- 

devices such as transistors or ite is changed to diamond, or  ;ahedral anvil apparatus, as well as 

diodes. quartz to Coesite. with high-pressure piston-and-cyl- 

The heat pumping capacity, or Remarkable changes in physical inder equipment, in an attempt to 

rate at which heat can be removed _ properties often appear when ma- adjust possible inconsistencies. By 

from the cold surface of the mod- terials are subjected to high pres- refining measurement techniques, 

ule coolers, depends on the tem- sures. Some familiar electrical in- Bureau scientists will attempt to 

perature difference between the — sulators become semiconductors, improve the accuracy of pressure 

hot and cold surfaces of the cooler and some familiar semiconductors values at transition points so that 

and on the power input to the unit. become conductors. Brittle sub- they can be used in pressure cali- 

As an example, a Type WX816 — stances such as bismuth and quartz brations: 

module can maintain a temperature become ductile, Tungsten carbide THE END 
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on This “windmill” or turbine, spun by hot gas, powers the turbocar. For such a hot 

zi spot, designers depend on Nickel to help them solve heat-resistance problems. | 

\ Inco Nickel is helpi ‘ How Inco Nickel is helping develop 

ee th turbi ft 

| It will be power-packed: the gas turbine familiar story at Inco. Inco research has Inco’s files contain a wealth of metal infor- 

engine in your dream car of the future dealt with them for years. And come up mation ... over 300,000 indexed and cross- 

| and tomorrow’s trucks and buses. with solutions in the gas turbine and in referenced case histories, for example. 
Only one spark plug— many other fields. In conventional, atomic, Keep this in mind against the day you 

| runs on kerosene and thermionic power. In petrochemistry. may need information. ©1960, Inco 

| This new engine is much lighter, smaller. In heat treating. In jet aviation. In mis- x s 
| It has far fewer parts. No pistons. No water silry. Even in Hollywood’s 8000°F carbon- The International Nickel Company, Inc. 

aa fea?” 
system. Only one spark plug. Runs on are “suns, New York 5, N.Y. 

pe ewer-anade Tnels | | er 
Before the car is a showroom reality, engi- Fe © comeustion C—O _ os —. 

|. neers face a number of problems. ol ee, «=Cl(i‘ ‘(‘i;é‘t;‘;t;*é«rR | 

i : ie _<« uci) TO COMPRESSOR 4 
| One problem—the one Inco is helping with — 2 - OUTLET Y | 

|) —is metals. Strong and economical metals - Cy ana s oo 
\ psist heat and corrosi Ss —-_..rrts—OszssCsaa 
| to resist heat and corrosion. Bena iwrane aa 8 ZI = LC | 

| Gas turbines operate at up to 1600°R These : S SZ - LL 

temperatures step up corrosion of metals, | aga fa a FS DRIVE SHAFT 
promote troublesome distortions. So the [| y _— 5 | [T «= 

| job is to develop practical alloys able to |  __IwI!!— —_— | 
. carry the load—alloys that can, at the same rr ....._.—i‘i‘(‘(i‘éiéé(é)y’Y......iididzCCCCC(;(t(t 

'. time, offset the corrosives, resist the distort ik ‘é ‘ 

“4ng forces found at jet-high temperatures. ic I t | ] | 
eas , International Nicke 

How far has Inco research gone 

<< in its search for practical alloys? The International Nickel Company, Inc., is the U. S. affiliate of The International Nickel Company 
_ || Difficult as they are, the problems of metal of Canada, Limited. Producer of Inco Nickel, Copper, Cobalt, Iron Ore, Tellurium, Selenium, Sulfur 

i performance at high temperature are a and Platinum, Palladium and Other Precious Metals. 
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Abamperes 4 oe 10 amperes centimeters ......2..00 085 0.3937 inches 
Abamperes : 3x10" statamperes ; centimeters: eisi ive vee ess 0.01 meters 
abamperes. per sq cm. 6 438 amperes per sq inch gentimeters svete eee 393.7 mils ’ 
abampere-turns . 2... ampere-turns centimeters 6... eee eee millimeters 
ahemperectims oo. 12.57 gilberts / centimeter-dynes 1.11.2. 1 1,020x10-? — Centimeter-grams 
abampere-turns per cm aa Ao ampere tatis per inch Sone ane daa eH a 1 O20xLe meter-kilograms 
abcoulombs 2.2.06... 3 coulombs eter-dynes 6.2.2... "376x10 — pound-fee 
abeoulombs 3x10 Statcoulombs centimeter-grams 1.1.1... ““ggoiz, | Bound iret ng 
abcoulombs per sq cm. 64.52 coulomibs per sq in eentimeter-grams «+... woe sys meter-kllograms 
abfarads 5... . : farads centimeter-grams «se eee ees -233x10% pound-fee' 
abfarads 10% crofarads centimeters of mercury... 0.01316 atwospheres 
TEA 9x10® —— Statfarads centimeters of mercury 1.) “Ggggy, —_tmospheres 
abhenries 2.00. 108 henries centimeters of mercury |... 136.0 Le per square weter 
abhenries | 10% millihenries centimeters of mereury .... 27.85 pounds per sq. foot 
abhenries. : 1/9x10% stathenries centimeters of mercury .... 0.1934 pounds per sq inch 
abmhos per em cube 1.662x10* mhos per mil foot geniumeters per second tees 1.969 feet per minute | 
abmhos per cm cube. Pc megmhas per cm cube centimeters Ber second as 093281 fect ber second, 
abohms eres “ 6 megohms i : eee .02 lnlometels Ber Hout 
‘ 10 icrohoms centimeters per second .... 0.6 Mere ee TInUte 3 poke 10 ohms centimeters per second |!!! g.g3gq7 meters per, minute : 
abohms | wien 1/9x10° —_statohms eentimeters per Second ws5« g7ogiig4 Rule bor minute Osa 
abohms per cm cube : 10-8 microhms per em cube cm per see per see .....--- (0.03281 feet per sec per sec faa : 
abohms per cm cube . 6.015x10 — ohms pcr mil foot em per see per see ....-.+- 00038, ict eet tourtper sec aula 
abvolts oo... oe. 1/3x10 —_— statvolts cm per see per see ....+-++ 0.2.2: tiles per hour per sec gaa | 
abvolts ut 10s volts Circular MHS) ensenint venice BOB7R1OS paunre: centimeters e 
aches: 43.560 square feet eireular mils sss... ..+.++  Fig5ax1o4 — Sauare Srna : 
acres 1047 square meters circular mils <6... 6. s ss 0.7854 ue ee} Are :  1.562x10% — square miles cords, sgayeeynaes soavewane 2 198 it gor 
acres so... vee 5645.38 square yards eoulombs o; Lhoes SOREN 8 Aro, pesule abe eee 
REres oo... tes BS scat 4840 square _varas coulombs . 0.2.0... esse 3x10 BD . | 
were fot : 13380 cubic feet coulombs per sa inch’ ...-. 9.91550 Stateowloms on ae 
acre-feet aoe 3.259x10 gallons coulombs per sq inch ..... 0.1550 coulomibs per sq ols ; amperes 10). 1/10 abamperes coulombs per sq inch ... 4.650x10® ——statcoulombs per sq cm . amperes. . 3x 10° statamperes coulambe derciens inch ..... 3.531x10% cubie fect | ae 
amperes per sq em . 6.453 amperes per sq inch ohio centimeters teers 6.10x10% cubic inches ais 
amperes per sq inch . 0.01550 abamperes per sq cm gue ee ee ot eee 10-6 Gibie eters rae 
amperes per sq inch z 0.1550 amperes per sq cm ete eee seen eee 1.308x10% cubic yards 
amperes per sq inch 4,650x108 ——statamperes per sq cm cubic centimeters [T° TTEE —-BIGADZIOM =“ Gations ampere-turns 3 1/10 abampere-turns POIG CONUMGEGES ancesr sieseiesn.s 107% liters | 
ampere-turns 1.257 rilberts eubie centimeters wns 913 510% ints (lia) 
a . : 25 peu ; i cubic centimeters i. 0.0... -113x10% pints (liq ; ampere-turns. per cm. 2.540_ ampere-turns per in Shbis contmetee 5 1,057x10 — quarts (lia) H ampere-turns per inch 0.03937 abampere-turns per cm cubic fest Bite 2,.832x10# cubic cms 
ampere-turns per inch 0.3937 ampere-turns per cm cibic (Feet 6665 Goce aes te 1728 cubic inches ampere-turns per inch 0.4950, gilberts per em me et asa ea eae 0.02832 Subic. mates 
MOS eee eeu vee O02471 acres cubic feet 2222222212251 0.03704 cubie_yards | ares beens : 00 square meters cubic feet 111222. TTIIT 7.481 gallons 
atmospheres 7 76.0 cms of mercury Gubic fect |. 28.32 liters 
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ioe : an eee pounds) peed inch cubic feet per minute ...... 0.1247 gallons per sec | 
Atmospheres ve Hes tons per sa foot cubic fect per minute .. 2... 0.4720 liters per second | cubic feet per minute ...... 62.4 Ib of water per min i 
Bars eRe 9.870x 107 atmospheres cubic inches. os. usec wea ewe _ 16.39 cubic centimeters 
Bars 2.0.0... 1 dynes per sq cm cubic inches 22.00.0222... 5.787x10- cubic feet [ 
Bars 2 0.01020 kg per square meter cubic inches 120002222221) 1,639x10 — eubie meters [ 
Bars. bee 2.089x10" pounds per sq foot cubic inches 11......221.. 2143x10% cubic yards 
Bats wk En aa 1.450x10+ pounds er sq inch cubic inches oe Be, 4.328x10% gallons 
poard-feet se a cubic inches cubic inches 22.00.2222. -639x10% liters I British thermal units 00.2. 0.2530 kilogram-calories cubie inches 1111.12 2 211)! 0.03463 pints (liq) 
British thermal units 1175 foot-pounds cubic inches ............. 0.01732 quarts (liq) Hi 
British thermal units... 3.927x10“ _ harsepower-hours cubic meters 11.10.1022..." Loe cubic centimeter 
British thermal units. 1054 joules cubic meters 2.25.2 .00. 006 35.31 cubic feet [ 
British thermal units. 107.5 kilogram-meters cubic meters... 0.2.00 sss 61.023 cubic inches H 
British thermal units 22... 2.928x10-' kilowatt-hours cubic meters ....... 56.005 1,308 cubic yards 
Btu per min ....... 00. 12.96 foot-pounds per sec cubic meters 1.0... sess 264.2 gallons 
Btu per min ..... 0.02306 porsepawer cubic meters 2.0 ...000 0005 so3 liters gy I 
Btu per min so... .6e 0.0175 ilowatts cubic meters .......-..--5 : pints (liq 
Btu per min... cae 17.87 watts BORIC WRIST ca as ceccxs cas 1057 quarts (liq) 
Btu per sq ft per min. . 0.1220 watts per square inch cubie yards a a 7.646x10° cubie centimeters E 
bushels sirens eascents 1.244 cubic feet cubic yards ass ness eee 2 cubic feet it 
Dusheld x cose een » a8 2150 cubic inches cubic yards 6.2.2.0... coe 46,656 cubic inches q 
bushels: ‘ 0.03524 cubic meters eubie yards voce t eee eee 47848 eubie meters . 
bushels oo. eee pecks cubic yards .0 2.2... x gallons ‘ 
bushels vies 64 pints (dry) cubic yards... see. oe 764.6 liters , bushels... ieee eee 32 quarts (dry) CUBIC YARIS cosvesccene esenane sys 1616 pints (liq) laces 

CUBIC Yards cacwsag mean ses 807.9 quarts (lia) ee 
Centares. eee emenaes 0H 1 Square meters cubic yards per minute .... 0.45 cubic feet per second, _ Hy oy GONUETAIS: soe om cums esas 0.01 grams cubic yards per minute... 3.367 gallons per second Weg centiliters cat rs Dawa UN 0.01 liters cubic yards per minute |... 12.74 liters per second ¢ 
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=a me we Se “A sense of humor is the oil of life’s engine. Without” he 
ea 3 it the machinery creaks, squeaks, and groans. No lot ig) 

’ ea Sent so hard, no aspect of things so grim, but that it relaxes | 
Ss +2 ESS HOE HOS % eo Pied 
<>... al) 3 a ne eeeines before a hearty laugh.”—TSD eee tS LoD Y ee 

QE oe 
aS Ak fe im 

Beteh Dida't Kuow Lawyer, reading the last will and Did you hear about the ChE, 
testament to expectant relatives of — who would never let his wife feed | 

1)... the healthiest looking con- an MLE: their baby milk at night? It seoms, | 

ventioneer, on the morning after “And so, being of sound mind, I he reasoned, that the baby wom ios 
the big cocktail party, was the spent every last cent before I died.” toss from side to side. Then the. es 

guy with the ulcer. 7 8 8 milk would turn to cheese, che ko ao 
2)... bubble dancers have plenty Once upon a time there was the to butter, butter to fat, fat to sugar, Lee 

behind the ball. truck driver who stopped by a sugar to alcohol. Therefore, it fol bas 
3)... if you give your husband stalled Volkswagon on the — [ows the baby would wake up with | 

enough rope, he'll get tied up at highway; a hangover! ode gee 

the office. “What's the matter, buddy, need . a | oe 

4)... we Americans aren't afraid — @ new flint? be 1 
* oy alte 

to bawl out the President, but 4 i ne aes 

we'll always be polite to a Flattery is the art of pretending dea sie 
policeman. you like the girl more than the kiss. Sucedly, he ior. i 

fe : . ee iealaat 5)... more good stories are ruined ; ae 

by eye witnesses. “Thought og the Wouth i 0 

oe 8 When solutions catch up with oe . 
. : . a 

Legally the husband is the head problems, Boredom will exist. a a 
of the house and the pedestrian has e 8 8 a . = 4 ae 
the right of way. Both are fairly And then there was the Engineer , Pee 
safe unless they try to exercise who went up to the bar very opti- fe i © a» wea 
their rights. mistically, and two hours later Mo a 4 : i 2 

sk went away very misty optically. -_ , Be : 

“Thats right,” said’ the sopho- There seems to be only two oo ys. A : 
more, “when 1 first came here 1 kinds of parking left on the Badger a a 
was a pretty conceited guy, but Campus— >. - q et 
they've knocked that all out of me Illegal and No. " “= 2 a 4 ; 2 
and now Pm the nicest fellow in 2 ou x ol oe yy 

college, se E.E.; “Mam, Ive found tne a a ,. Fi 
trouble with your T.V. set. It’s got a Bi 

Did you know they eveu a short circuit in the wiring 7 “eng 
ze . And then I subtracted 5 fees ae 

laughed at James Watt, too, until Lady: Well, for goodness sakey liem 30 added te tote 53 a: 
he invented the Watt Schmacallit. —lengthen it. 6, and... Og ey 

ah 
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Hey, there! You with the freshly-starched diploma in sponsibility will find opportunity awaiting them. 

your hand! Discouraged with your first hard look at this Is opportunity dead? Whenever we hear that question, 

topsy-turvy world? Think someone chopped out the rungs we think of the thousands of people who won promotions 

in the ladder of success? Think opportunity is dead? last year at Standard Oil and the fact that most of our 

Don’t you believe it! Today, opportunity under Ameri- officers and directors since this company started have 

ca’s free enterprise system is more alive than ever! With- come up through the ranks. No Standard job is too big 

in the next few years, you’ll see space travel programs a target for any employee...if he listens for opportu- 

accelerate and inspire now unheard-of products. You’ll nity’s knock and is ready for it when it comes. 

see standards of living go up. You'll see exciting new Opportunity dead? Not by a long shot! 

jobs created out of nowhere. 
Take our own business, for example. Oil. In the next WHAT MAKES A COMPANY A GOOD CITIZEN? One way 

few years, we know Standard Oil will create a cornucopia to judge is by a company’s economic effect on a com- 

of new products and new processes. And that means munity. Is it growing? Is it progressive? Will it provide 

opportunity! But it takes time, work, and study to turn opportunities for advancement? For the five years from 

opportunity into advancement. People who are willing 1954 to 1959, Standard spent $1.4 billion on new facilities. 

to put forth the extra effort to prepare for greater re- Expenditures like these help to create new opportunities. 

STANDARD OIL COMPANY & 
THE SIGN OF PROGRESS... 

THROUGH RESEARCH 

APRIL, 1960 67



‘ So You Think oF o You in 

: You're SMART! ou re t 

by Sneedly, Law’65 

ever that “your” work will rate an 3. An M. E. had eight half dol- 
A. Therefore your first week in lars, one of which was known to be 
school is most profitably spent col- a _ counterfeit and slightly heavier 
lecting a complete set of gouges. than the rest. Assuming that he 
If your set is a good one your scho- had had a good pair of scales, how 
lastic problems for the semester are can he find the bad half dollar in 
99 per cent solved. only two weighings? 
Now for this month’s problems, The answers to the problems in 

worth $10 to the first person send- the March issue: 
ing in the correct answers, and for 1. x = Johnny’s speed in water 
which, unfortunately, there are no y= speed of current 
gouges. 

oe, ; , 1. A piece of typewriter paper After 4 hour he was x/4 miles 
INCE this issue of the Wiscon- 8)" by 11” is folded as shown in from the glove. The glove took 1/y 
sin Engineer is dedicated to the diagram. As you can see, the hours to reach the house, so after 

high school students, I have angle that the top of the paper he turned, the glove took (1/y — 
magnanimously decided to reveal makes with the left margin is 45° 4) hours to reach the house. In 

to you potential engineering stu- and the projection AB is 274”. that time he moved thrcugh the 

dents the secret of success in engi- What is the length, to one-tenth of | water x(4 — y)/4y miles. But we 
neering. | did not know the secret an inch, of the fold CD? see that he was x/4 miles from the 
when [ entered school as a naive > : glove, so x/4 = x(4 — y)/4y. 

freshman and consequently flunked Te Therefore the speed of the current 
out three years in row. But since is 2 mph. 
a kindly senior took me aside two 2, The amounts in each glass are 
years ago and explained the secret equal. 
to me I have received only one 7 3. If the distance one way is x 
threatening letter from the dean, ve miles, then the time going is x/30 
and that one only tried to intimi- L @ hours and the overall time is 2x/60 
date me into attending classes A hours, Since these times are equal 

more than every other week, there is no time available for the 
The secret, of course, is gouging. c return journey. The situation is im- 

A gouge is a collection of the work possible. So stay in Milwaukee. 
done by other students in bygone 2. My son’s age is the same as Get your answers in fast if you 
years and is useful because the my father’s with the digits re- expect to win. Remember that just 
content of a course remains re- versed. The product of their ages since October the “Engineer” has 
markably constant with time. So all gives the recent year in which my _ actually paid out the amazing sum 
vou do when you're stuck with son was married. If I am twice as of 40 dollars. Send your solutions to 
some problem or report is simply old as my son, how old am I, how SNEEDLY 
to refer to the work Joe Genius did old is my son, and how old is my c/o The Wisconsin Engineer 
back in 1927. If his work rated an father? Assume that a recent year Mechanical Engineering Bldg. 
A then, chances are better than is one of the last twenty. Madison, Wisconsin 
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With the IBM Sage computer, Air Force personnel view computer- 
generated displays projected in the Command Post. 

you'll find Photography at Work with you 
Tue engineer working in elec- which you can set your sights _ creasingly important in the business 

tronics finds photography one of _ where photography does not play and industry of tomorrow, there 

his most valuable tools. For ex- a part in simplifying work and are new and challenging oppor- 
ample, he uses camera and film _ routine. It saves time and costs __ tunities at Kodak in research, en- 

to capture and study the fleeting in research, on the production _ gineering, electronics, design, sales, 

transient on the oscilloscope face. line, in the engineering and sales and production. 

X-rays and film provide him department, in the office. If you. are looking for such an 

with a check on the internal in- So in whatever you plan to hecnations door ree Sich 

tegrity of sealed components. do, take full advantage of all the aed * Pacinen ve . - . 

Even intricate circuits can be ways photography can help. e ress: Business and ‘Technical 
printed and miniaturized by ergonnel Department, 
photographic methods. _ CAREERS WITH KODAK: Eastman Kodak Company 4 

With photography and photo- Rochester 4, N.Y. fo 

There’s hardly a field on graphic processes becoming in- c 

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY POC 

Rochester 4, N.Y. fe
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q ep 

ee Manager—Sales Training 

" io Technical Traini eee ~Technical Training Programs 
Cc ee eal — E . 

hn “Sagar — G El oe ,. at Genera ectric ee ame 

Q.. Why does your company have train- third year of the Advanced Engineering edge in dealing with customers. After 
ing programs, Mr. Abbott? Program. completing orientation assignments in 

Then there is the two-year Creative engineering, manufacturing, and market- 
A. Tomorrow’s many positions of major Engineering Program for those graduates ing, the Program member may specialize 
responsibility will necessarily be filled by who have completed their first-year in one of the four marketing areas: appli- 
young men who have developed their assignments and who are interested in cation engineering, headquarters market- 

potentials early in their careers. General pre a for solving oe em or installation and 
Electric trainin: rograms simply hel: 2 . ngini - 
speed up this development process. P Another avenue of training for the In addition to on-the-job assignments, 

In addition, training programs provide qualified graduate is the Honors Program, related courses of study help the Program 
graduates with the blocks of broad ex- which enables a man to earn his Master’s member prepare for early assumption of 
perience on which later success in a degree within three or four semesters at major responsibility. 
specialization can be built. selected colleges and universities. The 

Furthermore, career opportunities and ae pve foe SF Goa Ae Boal Q. How can I decide which training 
interests are brought into sharp focus and his work schedule allows him to earn I Id li 2 ‘ ‘ : : program | would like best, Mr. Abbott? after intensive working exposures to 2 cabal ease ee " 
several fields. General Electric then gains : > A. Well, selecting a training program is 

research assistantshi it olle g 8 prog the valuable contributions of men who ip at a college or Me : a : university. a decision which you alone can make. You have made early, well-considered deci- we ae . ls and who are con- made a similar decision when you selected 
dently working toward hee objectives Q. Just how will the Manufacturing your college major, and now you are 

Training Program help prepare me for focusing your interests only a little more 
5 cay sharply. The beauty of training programs Q. What kinds of technical training pro- @ career in manufacturing? is that they enable you to keep your 

1? ‘ i i grams does your company conduc! A. The three-year Manufacturing a nay scl broad unt you 

A eral Electric d b Program consists of three orientation ae Seaton at Drsthand)e number’ ol . General J ectric con ucts @ num er assignments and three development ge izations. inca “ 
of sone Pine ae E he G- } pr ee assignments in the areas of manufacturing ents) trans! ers from one = 
which attract the great majority 0 engineering, quality control, materials eral E) ectric training program to another 
engineering graduates are Engineering management, plant engineering, and are possible for the Program member . sek ” nt, , 2 F and sig: Memuthcincing and Tech manufacturing operations. These assign- ae ee Beene develop in one 
nical Marketing. ments provide you with broad, funda- ofthe other nelds: 

| . mental manufacturing knowledge and 
Q. How long does the Engineering and with specialized knowledge in your Personalized Career Planning 
Science Program last? particular field of interest. is General Electric’s term for the 

; The practical, on-the-job experience selection, placement, and pro- A. That depends on which of several offered by this rotational program is sup- fessi lL devel t Of éngi- 
avenues you decide to take. Many gradu- plemented by participation in a manu- Jesstona EU oprven: 7 8 ates complete the training program dur- facturing studies curriculum covering neers and scientists. iy you would 
ing their first year with General Electric. all phases of manufacturing. like a Personalized Career Plan- 
Each Program member has three or four ning folder which describes in 
responsible work assignments at one or Q. What kind of training would I get more detail the Company’s train- 
more of 61 different plant locations. on your Technical Marketing Program? ing programs for technical gradu- 

Some graduates elect to take the Ad- 1S P. . ° M “ Abb. ° s 
vanced Engineering Program, supple- A. The one-year Technical Marketing ates, write to Me Abbott at cee 
menting their work assignments with Program is conducted for those graduates tion 959-13, General Electric 
challenging Company-conducted study who want to use their engineering knowl- Company, Schenectady 5, N. Y. 
courses which cover the application of 

engineering, science, and mathematics to Progress ls Our Most /mportant Product 
industrial problems. If the Program mem- 
ber has an analytical bent coupled with a 
deep interest in mathematics and physics, G E N E R A L E LE C T R ] C 
he may continue through a second and
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